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Happy
Thanksgiving!

Declaration of Independence 1776: We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men (and women) are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.

America: of the people, by the people and for the people!

With tax reform we can make it morning in America again!
“The optimism has returned — the sun is once again rising over America. But our economy
cannot take off like it should unless we transform our outdated, complex and burdensome tax
code, and that is exactly what we are proposing to do. Revising our
tax code is not just a policy discussion — it is a moral one, because
we are not talking about the government’s money – we are talking
about your money, your hard work.”
With tax reform we can make it morning in America again
Today is the anniversary of former president Ronald Reagan
signing into law the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The act was the second
major law he signed to reform the tax code for the American people.
Republicans and Democrats came together to cut taxes for
Donald J. Trump
hardworking
families in 1981, and again in 1986 to simplify the tax code,
45th President of the
so
that
everyone
could get a fair shake. The rest, as they say, is history.
United States
The economy boomed, launching into one of the largest peacetime
economic expansions in history. Dormant small businesses and
factories sprung back to life. The famed American Worker produced at unprecedented levels.
The median family income rose. And more American products than ever before reached
foreign shores, stamped with those four beautiful words: “Made in the USA.”
It was a time of extraordinary optimism — it was truly “Morning in America,” an economic
miracle for the middle-class. A lot has changed since then, especially when it comes to taxes.
While our economic competitors slashed their taxes in hopes of replicating America’s success,
our leaders remained complacent or, in some cases, reversed course.
We are now among the highest taxed nations in the developed world. Our tax code and laws
have nearly tripled in length since the 1986 reforms. They now span 2,650 pages, with another
70,000 pages of forms, instructions, court decisions, and other guidance.
We have watched our leaders allow other countries to erode our competitive edge, take
our jobs, and drain our wealth. And, for the first time in our history, Americans have feared that

Making America Great Again con’t on page 17

For all Back issues of Liberty New & Views go to: www.Libertyohio.org

Solon Mayoral Candidate Doug Magill
The city of Solon has tremendous assets including a topranked school system, fantastic recreational facilities and a strong
retail and industrial base. But, the current city administration has
developed a reputation for being difficult to work with. Solon
needs new leadership. A mayor that has a clear vision for what a
21st century Solon will be. A mayor who understands how to
create beneficial change while balancing the budget, keeping
taxes low and providing required city services. A mayor who has
experience in developing high performing teams that work
smoothly together in achieving common strategic goals. A mayor
who has shown he knows how to create dynamic optimism and
knows how to communicate with and create citizen involvement.
Doug Magill was the Vice President of Information Technology
for Stouffer Foods and Nestle’. He has also worked as a national
consultant on organizational change. His experience includes

Doug Magill
Candidate for
Solon Mayor

Doug Magill Candidate for Solon Mayor cont on page 5

The Obama Administration’s Uranium One Scandal
By Andrew C. McCarthy

Not only the Clintons are implicated in a uranium deal with the Russians that compromised
national-security interests. Let’s put the Uranium One scandal in perspective: The cool halfmillion bucks the Putin regime funneled to Bill Clinton was five times the amount it spent on
those Facebook ads — the ones the media-Democrat complex ludicrously suggests swung the
2016 presidential election to Donald Trump. The Facebook-ad buy, which started in June
2015 — before Donald Trump entered the race — was more left-wing agitprop (ads pushing

Uranium One Scandal con’t on page 6

2017 Bedford High School Varsity Football Touchdown Stars! These Young Men
Created in Bearcat Stadium the most exciting football in years!

Kenneth Wilkins

Emmanuel Jenkins

Davion (Speedy) Johnson

Kevin Brewer

2017 Home Coming Was Full Of Excitement! The
Varsity Foot Ball Players Beat Lorain HS 54 to 48!
At Half Time
King Bernard Melton and
Queen Gabriella Waple
were Crowned Home Coming
King and Queen!
If you haven’t been to a Bearcat football game
this year you have been missing out on some of the
best football ever played at Bearcat Stadium. The
team is now 8 - 1 with one more games to go before
the playoffs! Last game is Friday, October 27th
against Warrensville Heights at Bedford’s Bearcat
stadium.
The team led by quarterback Emmanuel
Jenkins has created many opportunities for
Kenneth Wilkins to run some of the most dazzling
runs ever. Passes to Davion (Speedy) Johnson
have been incredible. Davion’s catches and runs
afterwards have left the other teams wondering how
did he do that! He has made some of the most

Deangelo Howard

Jalen Smith

Jeremy Collins

Good Morning, Little Comrades
By Tabitha Korol

Nikita S. Krushchev said, “Comrades! We must abolish the cult of
the individual decisively, once and for all.”
Vladmir Ilyich Lenin said, “Give me four years to teach the children
and the seed I have sown will never be uprooted.”
The teachings of the Left include discrediting the Bible and replacing
religion with social justice, dishonoring America and family, controlling
the schools and curricula, and normalizing promiscuity. The Left has

Good Morning cont. on page 17

King Bernard Melton and
Queen Gabriella Waple

Bearcats Continues to Romp! cont. on page 12

Decarleen Townsend

Tabitha Korol

Liberty News November 7th Endorsements
Bedford School Board. Vote for all 3:
Rob Kennedy, Phil Stevens and Tim Tench
Walton Hills vote for: Denny Linville, Paul Rich,
Brian Spitznagel and Gloria Terlosky
Bedford vote for: Frank Spiker Ward 3,
		
Heather Rhoades Ward 5
Vote Yes Issue 1 and No on Issue 2
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Please patronize our Advertisers. Support our local business owners who create jobs.
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Happy Thanksgiving!
Chris
Chris*
Sue
Sue*

Chuck
Chuck*

Bainbridge:
16381 Chillicothe Road
Bainbridge Township, OH
440-708-1855 Fax: 440-708-1308
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-Need Funeral Planning
Direct Burials
Large Chapels
Very Ample Parking Space
Reception/Luncheon Room

Bedford:
923 Broadway Avenue
Bedford, OH 44146
440-232-1155 Fax: 440-439-1840
•
•
•
•
•

Customary Burial and Cremation
Grave Markers
Detailed Veterans Assistance
Casket Selection Room
Out of State/County Assistance

• Most Reasonable Funeral Pricing

ST. JOHN FUNERAL HOME

Serving all Faiths, all Individuals and Nationalities with Respect and Dignity

* Licensed Funeral Directors

 Now Hiring Experienced Climbers!

Stump Grinding  Brush Chipping  Bucket Truck
Crane Service  Roping & Rigging  Trimming  Removal
Cabling  Climbing  View Enhancement  Storm Damage

Call for a Free Estimate

440-582-7669 • 440-582-5296
riceslandscaping.com
riceslandscaping@yahoo.com

Tree
Service
Since 1990

Gift Cards Now Available!

Angie’s List-Award Winner, B.B.B., O.L.A.
Safe • Reliable • Experienced • Professional • Fully-Insured

Dead trees
can be very
dangerous!

“And whatsoever you do, do all to the glory of God.”
1 Corinthians 10:31

Garage Door Repair
• Garage Door Repairs our Specialty!

! Call: 216-276-3276
mates
i
t
s
E
Free

Andrew Door Service
A Full Service Company

Do you want to preserve your family’s history?
Transfer old 8mm film, VHS onto DVD’s!

• Weddings
• Reunions
• Anniversaries • Retirement
• Commercial
• Industrial

• Graduations
• Birthdays

From

To Digital

We safely transfer your old films, slides,
& photos to digital format.

Scott Zura

330-467-0667

scott@mindigital.com •www
.mindigital.com
•www.mindigital.com
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HAMP IS DEAD
By Robert O. Carson, Esq.

HAMP was an abbreviation for the Home Affordable Modification Program enacted in
2009 to help a homeowner avoid foreclosure of his home by their Mortgage Lender. HAMP
was part of the Making Home Affordable (MHA) program.
A mortgage loan that could be modified through HAMP meant
lowering the interest rate, adding the unpaid and overdue balance to
the end of the original loan period, and extending the term of the
loan. In many situations, such a modification resulting in significantly
more reasonable mortgage payments and allowed homeowners to
retain ownership of their properties.
In the cases in which I was involved, the interest rate was
lowered, the unpaid and overdue balance was called the ‘arrearage,’
which was ‘capitalized,’ and the original loan which was generally
thirty years was extended to forty years. The arrearage being
‘capitalized’ simply meant the amount the Lender said had not been
paid (plus interest, late charges, lender fees, and other penalties)
Robert Carson
Attorney
was stated as an agreed sum certain and was due at the end of the
forty years as a lump sum but this sum did not earn any interest.
After ensnaring millions of homeowners throughout the United States, HAMP expired on
December 31, 2016. I said “ensnaring” because many homeowners did not fully understand
what was going on and suffered accordingly. I plan to give an example in my next month’s
article.
Although HAMP is dead there are options available to modify your mortgage loan and
remain in your home and I still recommend you to DEFEND! Every homeowner is offered the
privilege of defending their home in our judicial system, and each homeowner should consider
doing so.

What is the worst thing to happen next to Death
of a loved one? Losing your Home? Need Help?
• Foreclosure Defense
• Powers of Attorney- durable & medical
• Real Estate
• Probate/Estate Planning
Robert O. Carson

When is the best time to call Bob?
Before you are behind in your payments! Right now!

Robert Otto Carson
Attorney & Counselor-At-Law

440-439-5959
670 Broadway Avenue • Bedford, OH 44146
• robertottocarson@hotmail.com
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Bedford City Schools Foundation Holy Ball & Silent Auction
December 1, 2017 • 6:30 - 11:30 p.m.
Join us for a wonderful evening at the Birchwood Party Center
7540 Northfield Rd., Walton Hills, Ohio 44146

Is your car ready for W
inter!
Winter!

Ward 3 Bedford City Council

I am for:

Frank Spiker

Dedicated, Honest,
and Honorable!

•
•
•
•
•

Endorsed by Black Women’s Political Action Committee

I ask for your vote on November 7th. You won’t be disappointed.
Paid for by Friends of Frank Spiker, Christopher J. Fanara, Treasurer, 20 William Street, Bedford, Ohio 44146

Frank Spiker, Bedford Ward 3 Council Candidate
By Frank Spiker, Bedford Ward 3 Candidate

The objective of my candidacy for the Bedford Ward 3 councilman is based on citizens and
government working in unison, “Building a Better Bedford Together!!!”
As the campaign moved through this fall season, many residents
have been asking various questions about how I as a candidate can
improve our city. Questions regarding our economy, jobs, streets,
safety, and city programs have all been asked. My experience in
Accounting, Business, and Finance has given me a great foundation to
help make the right decisions so our city will move forward to satisfy
the many areas of concern.
Using our resources wisely to support our businesses, city
government, regional partners, city and countywide, in addition to
applying for grants from state and the federal governments.
Simultaneously work to attract good job creating businesses, we can
stay ahead of the curve with regards to our fiscal needs. The objective
Frank Spiker
Candidate Bedford is to provide more good paying jobs, that produce the revenue to
enhance or expand city programs and services that accommodates our
Council Ward 3
community, from infrastructure, redevelopment, and recreation to
enhanced senior services.
Acquiring accurate information from citizens, government staff, businesses, and other various
city organizations, will give us the opportunity to move forward. As we apply the knowledge
obtained: planning goals and objectives and working together will help business grow and expand
and help Bedford meet the needs of our people. We all need to be the best we can be.
The time is NOW; the place is Bedford; for citizens and government, to work together. We
will be building a better Bedford, to move our great city forward through the 21st century and
beyond. As a councilperson, I will work to make our city the best it can be, being an active
participant in all of these areas.
I ask for your vote on November 7th as Councilperson of Ward 3. You won’t be disappointed.

Do you need Reliable Pet Grooming?
• Full Service Dog and Cat Grooming
• High Quality Shampoos, Conditioning
Treatments and Colognes
• All inclusive packages
• Walk-ins welcome!

Foxy Fur Grooming Salon

712 Broadway Ave., For appointment call:
Bedford OH 44146
440-945-6968

We Will Meet or Beat Any Price* or it’s Free!

Current and Classic Car Service



Winter Check!

245 Northfield Rd.
Bedford, Ohio 44146

Check and top off all fluids,
inspect brakes, tires, wiper
blades and wheel wear.

10% Senior
Discount with
Coupon

4995

$

Expires 11-30-06 Valid with coupon only

440-232-5252

Expires 11-30-06 Valid with coupon only



1 Free Gallon of
Washer Fluid
with all Invoices
$49 or more!
Expires 11-30-06 Valid with coupon only

Formerly: Dog Day Afternoon

277 Northfield Rd. / Bedford
440-439-5549

Lou Morganti Family Owned & Operated E-mail: louie.morganti@gmail.com

*Must be written estimate from a
reputable auto repair merchant.

Lower Taxes
Quality City Services
Safe Neighborhoods I will work
Fiscal Responsibility for you!
Government that works for you!

• Life time resident and home owner • Active volunteer!
• B.S. in Accounting from Dyke College • Bedford High Alumni

intersection of Forbes & Northfield Rd.

Service Hours: Mon-Fri: 8 am- 5 pm / Sat: 8 am - 1 pm

Brakes • T
une-Ups • Air Conditioning
Tune-Ups
and More . . .
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Vote
 for Frank Spiker

Evening Features:

• Silent Auction Benefit • Raffle • Elegant Food Buffet • Open Bar (No BYOB)
• Champagne Fountain • Music and Dancing Featuring Buzzy J & the Verbs
$60 per person • $600 for a table of 10 • For reservation information, call 440-439-4777
Send check payable to: Bedford City Schools Foundation
Mail to: 475 Northfield Road, Bedford, Ohio 44146
Please include your phone number and email on check.
Invitation available for download and to share with friends at: bedfordfoundation.net
Please make reservations by November 24, 2017.
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$

3.75

$

LN-375

Any 7” Sandwich

6.00

LN-6

Any 10” Sandwich

Make it a meal* $2.75 more +tax

Make it a meal* $2.75 more +tax

*With Pepsi. Romanburger® BTE extra. Only
valid at 277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any
other offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17

*With Pepsi. Romanburger® BTE extra. Only
valid at 277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any
other offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17

$

11.00

LN-11

Any 3 - 7” Sandwiches
Romanburger® BTE extra. Only valid at
277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any other
offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17

$

10.50

LN-1050

Any 2 - 7” Sandwiches &
2 reg. Potato Waffer Fries
®

Romanburger® BTE extra. Only valid at
277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any other
offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17
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Cleveland Metroparks Zoo Announces Name for
Giraffe Calf “Zawadi” was selected by guests
through donations towards conservation efforts
By Jacqueline Gerling

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo announced that the new African Masai giraffe calf will be
named Zawadi, following a successful donation voting drive to
support giraffe conservation efforts. The winning name, which
means “gift” in its native language, was selected after receiving
the largest donation of $913.01. Donations for the naming contest
totaled $2,314.96, which will go towards the Future for Wildlife
Fund to help protect endangered giraffe populations. “I want to
thank all who participated in helping to name our baby giraffe and,
more importantly, for your donations towards the Future for
Wildlife,” said Cleveland Metroparks Zoo Executive Director
Christopher Kuhar, PhD. “Zawadi is not only our newest giraffe,
he is also an ambassador to his counterparts in the wild and each
donation helps secure a positive future for his species.”
Over the last few weeks, guests who visited the Ben Gogolick
Giraffe Encounter were able to cast their vote with a donation to
Jacqueline Gerling
the Future for Wildlife Fund. Each of the names guests were able
to select from pay homage to the young calf’s father, Travis.
Runner-ups in the naming contest were:
Ogbonna, or image of his father, which received $785.97
Ikenna, or father’s power, which received $400.44
Abidemi, or born during father’s absence, which received $215.45
The current giraffe population globally is estimated to be less than 80,000. Their numbers
are declining across Africa--the population has decreased by nearly 40% in the last 15 years.
The Future for Wildlife Fund helps protect giraffes by addressing poaching and illegal snaring,
translocating animals to secure endangered populations, and also conducting studies on
population and disease.
Zawadi continues to thrive since his birth on August 6, 2017, and has gained more than
50 pounds and grown about a foot. He now weighs more than 210 pounds and stands more
than 7 feet tall. He has been enjoying time with his mother, Jhasmin, and the rest of the herd
at the Ben Gogolick Giraffe Encounter. The habitat offers guests the opportunity to handfeed
giraffes and learn more about giraffe conservation.
CLEVELAND METROPARKS ZOO
Since 1995, Cleveland Metroparks Zoo has contributed more than $6 million to wildlife
conservation efforts in partnership with Cleveland Zoological Society. Each year the Zoo
contributes more than $600,000 annually to conservation programs, the vast majority come
from community donations. While visiting Cleveland Metroparks Zoo, guests can take action to
secure a future for wildlife. Visitors can donate through ‘Quarters for Conservation,’ ‘round-up’
for conservation programs at Zoo retail locations and donate to the Zoo’s Wildlife Conservation
Fund. To learn more or join our conservation community, visit futureforwildlife.org.

Hear K & K Meats Specials on:

Kastaway Kulis

7 am- 10 am Sunday AM 1420
“Inside the Greart Outdoors”

If it’s broken - I can fix it!
Specializing in smaller home repair jobs!
• Light Plumbing • Electrical
• Painting • Windows and Doors

Double J Builders
Joseph D’Amico
(Walton Hills Resident)

440-773-9477

We specialize in home repairs & more!

Drip!
Drip!
Drip!

We stop
the drips!

• Plumbing
• Bathroom Remodeling
• Drain Cleaning
• Drain Opening
rs e!
a
• Toilet Repair
• Carpentry
Ye enc
8
2 eri
No job too small! Free Estimates!
p
Ex
Fully Insured! 10% Discount for Seniors

Call: Scott 440-439-9462

Bedford Resident

Affordable Prices!

MASTER HANDYMAN
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ELECTION TIME AGAIN

By Gloria Terlosky, Walton Hills Councilwoman
Two years have passed and now it will be time to fill the Four Council seats that will be up
for election on November 7, 2017. Currently, there are seven
candidates running for the four Council seats. Four are incumbents
and three are new candidates. You will be asked to vote for no
more than FOUR. Just what are the duties of a Councilperson?
The main duties are to legislate and appropriate funds to keep the
village solvent, safe, business friendly and a premier place to live,
work and raise families.
A Council member needs to be open minded, respectful of
and able to accept other Council members opinions and ideas. A
Gloria Terlosky
Council member may not agree on everything but every situation
Councilwoman
must be discussed until all members have aired their views and
Walton Hills
come to a solution that is BEST FOR OUR VILLAGE.
A Council person should be visible in our village, the job is more than just governing from
the dais (seat of honor) it entails keeping their fingers on the pulse of the wants and needs of
the residents, giving of their time away from their families taking part in community functions.
It is a 24/7 job, like they say “‘If you can’t do the Time don’t do the Crime,” in this case, it is an
investment of your time to the village and its residents.
It is not an easy job! A Council holds the purse strings and many times the purse is not
very full do to forces out of councils control. And hard decisions have to be made. Sometimes
it means no raises for the employees, sometimes it means layoffs, increase in taxes, less
benefits and additional charges for resident services etc.
As a Council member, there will be extremely hard decisions that will have to be made.
Some will cause a rift between family members, friends and neighbors. And that is where the
word TRANSPARANCY comes into play. If a government body is to work like a well-oiled
machine it needs transparency. Transparency starts from the top down. From our ever-future
thinking and tireless working Mayor Hurst, to Council and our dedicated Employees. It works if
we ALL work together. A candidate for council, if elected, they will raise their right hand and
take an oath of office to give of their time and talents to serve and invest in the future of this
village and its residents.
On Tuesday, November 7, 2017, first as Americans and Residents of the Village of Walton
Hills I ask that you come out and exercise your right to vote to fill the FOUR Council seats to
keep the Village of Walton Hills a premiere place to live, work and create memories.
God Bless America and the Men and Women who Serve to keep this Country Safe and
Free. Especially the people of Texas and Louisiana who demonstrate the true spirit of America
as neighbors and strangers reach out to help one another giving no thought of race, color,
creed or gender, just helping a fellow American in a time of need. By their actions, they continue
to show the world we are the greatest nation under God. We are first and foremost, Americans
and Proud of It.

Attorney: Mueller Hid Russian Bribery Scandal From Congress;
Must Resign Now “It totally comprises their integrity”
by Joseph A. Wulfsohn

Sean Hannity slammed the Clintons and the Obama administration over the new report
that the FBI had gathered evidence that Russian corruption was behind the Uranium One deal
and that it was tied to the Clinton Foundation. “After President Trump won in November,
President Obama and his administration — they were telling anyone who would listen, ‘Russia!
Russia! Russia! Russia interfered with our election. Russia was creating a direct threat to
American democracy’” Hannity mocked. “Well if that’s the case, why when they have mountains
of evidence that we will reveal tonight of Russian bribery going back to 2009, why then would
the Obama administration and Hillary [Clinton] in particular sign off on the sale of 20% of
America’s uranium to Vladimir Putin and the Russians?”
The Fox News host boasted about his own coverage of the Uranium One deal by showing
a clip of himself from back in July predicting it would be “the biggest news” to come out this
year. “Tonight, with this new evidence, what we have discovered is that the evidence against
the Clintons is overwhelming, it is incontrovertible,” Hannity continued. “Hillary Clinton and her
husband sold out America to the Russians while millions of dollars flowed to their family
foundation. And in the process, Clinton created a massive national security risk for every man,
woman, and child — giving Vladimir Putin control over American uranium.”
He went on to slam the media and Democrats that “have been screaming ‘Russia! Russia!
Russia!’” for months. “If they want real Russia collusion, we got it for them,” Hannity declared.
Hannity then called on Special Counsel Robert Mueller and Congress to “stop wasting our
time and our money” in trying to find collusion between Trump and Russia. “You’ve been on
this for a year. So far you haven’t presented one shred of evidence,” Hannity added, “except
now, you can actually follow facts and evidence that we do have on the record.”
He also demanded Attorney General Jeff Sessions to do the same.
Editor’s comment: Special Council Roberty Mueller and Rod Rosenstein need to resign
immediately. Their participation with the investigations and other activities make them total
unqualified to represent the people in their hideous activities. Hillary Clinton needs to have an
independent prosecutor looking into her activities. Crooked Hillary really fits her! It is also time
for Obama to open all of his college records including applications for financial assistance.
What is Obama hiding? Was he really Barry Soetoro the foreign exchange student?

Know Mohammed’s Islam: Islamic Jihad is a system of Lying,
Deception, Intolerance, Enslavement, Theft, Kidnapping, Ransoms,
Rape, Murder, Hate and Death and leads to domination by Sharia
Law. Mohammed’s Islam is intolerant of all other religions.
48 year old Mohammed forced marriage on 6 year old Aisha and
consummated his marriage by having sex with her when she was 9
and he was 52!

Live Bands every Saturday Night!
Come join the fun!
Fabulous Food too!

23333 Aurora Road • Bedford Heights, OH
For information: 440.232.0029
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Doug Magill Candidate for Solon Mayor from page 5
working with and owning businesses. He understands the complexities of owning a profitable
business in today’s competitive and highly technical environment and has demonstrated
extraordinary functional leadership. He has helped businesses both large and small
successfully create a vision of what they need to be, and has helped develop and implement
the organizational dynamics that enable that vision to become profitable.
As a radio talk show host he has shown the ability to actively listen and to communicate
complex issues in everyday language. He has been called a “game-changer” and someone
“who is willing to get out and aggressively embrace new ideas.”
Doug and his wife Karen are proud to call Solon home. They have lived there for over 20
years and have raised their 7 children here. He is running for mayor because he believes
strongly that the city government needs to renew its focus on the issues vital to the city’s
success. He knows that to be successful the mayor needs to:
• Balance the budget and keep taxes low
• Provide city services efficiently and within the budget
• Implement a more responsive and efficient city government
• Work closely with Solon City School District Administration
• Engage and work with the business community
• Work with retailers and developers to revitalize the city center
• Strengthen and expand our senior services
• Provide a clear vision of what a 21st century Solon will be
Doug has a proven record of success as a leader in the private sector and he wants to use that
experience to build a team that moves Solon in the right direction once again. The clear choice
in this election is between embracing the future and working to change the dynamics of a city
with enormous potential, or to remain mired in the status quo and the patronage politics of
Cuyahoga County.

School Begins Now -- Is Your Young Child Reading-Ready?
By Carole Richards

The eager eyes of young children enter school each fall.
They want to learn, and they want to learn to read. However, a
significant number of our children struggle learning this fundamental
skill critical to academic success. If you can’t read, you can’t spell,
write a sentence, use math, read instructions, read science, social
studies, literature or virtually any subject in school. Eager kindergarten
and first graders slowly become the “unmotivated” or disinterested
learners as they progress through school if they cannot read. Millions
of students never master the skill of reading and cannot read well, or
at all, which tremendously affects their lives as students and later as
adults.
So as a parent, how do you know if your child is a struggling
Carole Richards
reader? Even if your child has many of these signs, which are not
conclusive by themselves, review these
Early Warning Signs:
Unusual pencil grip,
Difficulty rhyming words
Classifying objects
Following directions
Poor fine motor problems (printing, cutting, coloring)
Understanding “like” and “difference”
Poor verbal language
Gross motor skills
Restlessness/difficulty sitting still
In addition the following indicators can help identify your child’s reading struggles early-on.
Catching reading difficulties early is important to keeping a children happy and motivated
before they begin to fail.
Sight Word Reading
Most schools provide a list of required grade level sight words. While this is not really teaching
reading, if your children struggle learning their sight word list, learning to read may become a
challenge.
Learning Letter Names and Letter Sounds
Does your child know letter names? Do your children know both the upper and lower case
letters? Even more important, do your children know the sounds of the letters? Knowing letter
sounds is critical to reading success.
Sounding Out Simple Words
Can your child combine three letters (consonant—short vowel—consonant) to read a word, for
example, “b – a – t” is bat? This difficult skill is also critical in the reading process. Many
children can learn the letter sounds but struggle connecting sounds to form words.
Does Your Child Enjoy School?
Does your child complain of headaches, stomach aches, or just doesn’t like school, this is a huge
red flag! Most young children love: school, being with other children, and learning. While learning
to read may not be the cause of school frustration, it is important to identify the cause.
Myth: Your Child Will Outgrow It
Many parents tell me their teacher says, “your child will outgrow reading struggles”. My
experience suggests that usually a struggling first grader becomes a struggling fourth grader
unless appropriate steps are taken.
My Child Likes Me to Read to Her
My first grader loves to have stories read to her. However, she fusses when I ask her to read
to me. If your little ones always enjoyed books and being read to, pay attention if she does not
want to read to you at all, or reading out loud is extraordinarily difficult for her.
Learning to read should be an exciting time for any young child. If it isn’t, take steps to
figure out why and provide the needed interventions.
Next month I will identify ways to help a struggling young reader.
Carole Richards is president of North Coast Tutoring Services, president/director of the nonprofit Creative Education Institute, author of RICHARDS LEARNING SYSTEMS reading
program. She is a frequent guest on radio and TV. She can be reached at caroler@
northcoasted.com .

Heating & Cooling

For all your heating and cooling needs,
see Sal’s specials on the back page of
Liberty News & Views. Sal is a Walton
Hills’ resident and will make sure you
have the very best for your requirements.
Call Sal at 440-582-4748
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The First National Day of Thanksgiving
In the midst of the Civil War, President Abraham Lincoln initiated the first annual
National Day of Thanksgiving and Praise on October 3, 1863, issuing a formal Proclamation,
passed by an Act of Congress:
. . . No human counsel hath devised nor hath any mortal hand
worked out these great things. They are the gracious gifts of the
Most High God, who, while dealing with us in anger for our sins,
hath nevertheless remembered mercy. It has seemed to me fit and
proper that they should be solemnly, reverently, and gratefully
acknowledged as with one heart and one voice by the whole
American People. I do therefore invite my fellow citizens in every
part of the United States, and also those who are at sea and those
who are sojourning in foreign lands, to set apart and observe the
last Thursday of November next, as a day of Thanksgiving and
Praise to our beneficent Father who dwelleth in the Heavens.
And I recommend to them that while offering up the ascriptions
justly due to Him for such singular deliverances and blessings, they
do also, with humble penitence for our national perverseness and President Abraham Lincoln
disobedience, commend to His tender care all those who have
War ravaged
become widows, orphans, mourners, or sufferers in the
lamentable civil strife in which we are unavoidably engaged, and fervently implore the
interposition of the Almighty Hand to heal the wounds of the nation and to restore it as
soon as may be consistent with divine purposes to the full enjoyment of peace, harmony,
tranquility, and Union.
Humility . . . in wrath remember mercy. Habakkuk 3:2
Editor’s comment: This country was so blessed to have a leader who knew love,
humility, compassion and purpose. Only a man of Lincoln’s enormous capacity could
lead a war torn country divided by slavery with the determination of only one choice:
freedom for all in a justice union of peace.

Is Jesus truly God?

When we consider the basic facts about Jesus’ life, the vast impact He has had is
nothing short of incredible. A nineteenth century writer put it this way:
Jesus was born in an obscure village, the child of a [Jewish] peasant woman. He grew up
in another village, where He worked in a carpenter shop until He was thirty. Then for three
years He was an itinerant preacher. He never wrote a book. He never held an office. He
never had a family or owned a home. He didn’t go to college. He never visited a big city. He
never traveled two hundred miles from the place where He was born. He did none of the things
that usually accompany greatness. He had no credentials but Himself.
He was only thirty-three when the tide of public opinion turned against Him. His friends ran
away. One of them denied Him. He was turned over to His enemies and went through the mockery
of a trial. He was nailed to a cross between two thieves. While he was dying, His executioners
gambled for His garments, the only property He had on earth. When He was dead, He was laid in a
borrowed grave through the pity of a friend. Nineteen centuries have come and gone, and today He
is the central figure of the human race. All the armies that ever marched, all the navies that ever
sailed, all the parliaments that ever sat, all the kings that ever reigned, put together, have not
affected the life of man on this earth as much as that one solitary life.
In the nineteenth century Charles Bradlaugh a prominent atheist, challenged a Christian
man to debate the validity of the claims of Christianity. The Christian, Hugh Price Hughes,
was an active soul-winner who worked among the poor in the slums of London. Hughes told
Bradlaugh he would agree to the debated on one condition. Hughes said, “I propose to you
that we each bring some concrete evidences of the validity of our beliefs in the form of men and
women who have been redeemed from the lives of sin and shame by the influences of our
teaching. I will bring 100 such men and women, and I challenge you to do the same.”
Hughes then said that if Bradlaugh couldn’t bring 100, then he could bring 50; if he couldn’t
bring 50, then he could bring 20. He finally whittled the number down to one. All Bradlaugh
had to do was to find one person whose life was improved by atheism and Hughes – who
would bring 100 people improved by Christ – would agree to debate him. Bradlaugh withdrew!

Writing by Eyewitnesses or accounts from those who were Eyewitnesses!

The writers of the New Testament either wrote as eyewitnesses of the events they described
or they recorded eyewitness firsthand accounts of these events. Their personal attachments
to the events are clear from statements they made such as the following:
• “For we did not follow cunningly devised fables when we made known to you the power and
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but were eyewitnesses of His majesty.” (2 Peter 1:16)
• “That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen with our
eyes, which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, concerning the Word of life
– the life was manifested, and we have seen, and bear witness, and declare to you that eternal
life which was with the Father and was manifested to us – that which we have seen and heard
we declare to you, that you also may have fellowship with us; and truly our fellowship is with
the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ.” (1 John 1:1-3)
• In as much as many have taken in hand to set in order a narrative of those things which have been
fulfilled among us, just as those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of the
worked delivered them to us, it seemed good to me also, having had perfect understanding of all
things from the very first, to write to you and order account, most excellent Theophilus.” (Luke 1:1-3).
The former account I made, O Theophilus, of all the Jesus began both to do and teach, until
the day in which He was taken up, after He through the Holy Spirit had given commandments
to the apostles whom He had chosen, to whom He also presented Himself alive, after His
suffering by many infallible proofs, being seen by them during forty days and speaking of
things pertaining to the kingdom of God.” (Acts 1:1-3)
• “After that He was seen by over five hundred brethren at once, of whom the greater part remain to
the present, but some have fallen asleep. After that He was seen by James, then by all the apostles.
Then last of all He was seen by me, also, as by one born out of due time (1Corinthians 15: 6-8)
• “And truly Jesus did many other signs in the presence of His disciples, which ae not written
in this book; but these are written that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God,
and that believing you may have life in His name” (John 20: 30,31)
• “And we are witnesses of all the things which He did both in the land of the Jews and in
Jerusalem, whom they killed by hanging on a tree. Him God raised up on the third day, and
showed Him openly, not to all the people, but to witnesses chosen by before by God, even to
us who ate and drank with Him after He arose from the dead. And He commanded us to
preach to the people, and to testify that this is He who was ordained by God to be Judge of the
living and the dead” (Acts 10:39-42)
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I do it once, I do it right!

Complete Electrical Service Upgrade!
Starting at:
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$
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Very Afforable Housing! Why Rent, when
you can own, build equity and net worth?
$109,900
678 Jefferson St., Bedford 7 rooms, 1½ Baths, Single Family House Built: 1914, formal dining
room, Cooling: Central Air Heating: Gas, detached garage
3 Lots for Sale Walton Hills lots starting at $35,000. Call for plat.

Sale Pending

$109,900
172 Woodrow., Bedford Single Family Colonial, 3 Bed, 2 baths, Patio, Forced Air, gas, 1½ car
garage, Public water & sewer
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$107,900
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$89,900
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$179,900
2227 Pymatuning Lake Rd., Andover, OH 30 Acre Mint Farm with 4 bedroom house and
30’ X 30’ out building.
$36,900
31 Woodrow, Bedford 2 bedroom Colonial, 1½ Baths, Single Family, Forced Air Heating:
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Custom built colonial on almost 1 acre. All walk in closets in bedrooms. Granite counter tops in kitchen, ceramic
flooring. Unfinished basement. Concrete drive. Formal dining room first floor. First floor laundry room. Attached
2 car garage.
$139,900
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hysteria on racism, immigration, guns, etc.) than electioneering. The Clintons’ own long-time
political strategist Mark Penn estimates that just $6,500 went to actual electioneering. (You
read that right: 65 hundred dollars.) By contrast, the staggering $500,000 payday from a
Kremlin-tied Russian bank for a single speech was part of a multi-million-dollar influencepeddling scheme to enrich the former president and his wife, then–secretary of state Hillary
Clinton. At the time, Russia was plotting — successfully — to secure U.S. government approval
for its acquisition of Uranium One, and with it, tens of billions of dollars in U.S. uranium
reserves.
Here’s the kicker: The Uranium One scandal is not only, or even principally, a
Clinton scandal. It is an Obama-administration scandal. The Clintons were just doing what
the Clintons do: cashing in on their “public service.” The Obama administration, with Secretary
Clinton at the forefront but hardly alone, was knowingly compromising American nationalsecurity interests. The administration green-lighted the transfer of control over one-fifth of
American uranium-mining capacity to Russia, a hostile regime — and specifically to Russia’s
state-controlled nuclear-energy conglomerate, Rosatom. Worse, at the time the administration
approved the transfer, it knew that Rosatom’s American subsidiary was engaged in a lucrative
racketeering enterprise that had already committed felony extortion, fraud, and moneylaundering offenses.
The Obama administration also knew that congressional Republicans were trying to stop
the transfer. Consequently, the Justice Department concealed what it knew. DOJ allowed the
racketeering enterprise to continue compromising the American uranium industry rather than
commencing a prosecution that would have scotched the transfer. Prosecutors waited four
years before quietly pleading the case out for a song, in violation of Justice Department
charging guidelines. Meanwhile, the administration stonewalled Congress, reportedly
threatening an informant who wanted to go public.
Obama’s ‘Reset’
To understand what happened here, we need to go back to the beginning. The first-tier
military arsenal of Putin’s Russia belies its status as a third-rate economic power. For well over
a decade, the regime has thus sought to develop and exploit its capacity as a nuclear-energy
producer. Naïvely viewing Russia as a “strategic partner” rather than a malevolent competitor,
the Bush administration made a nuclear-cooperation agreement with the Kremlin in May 2008.
That blunder, however, was tabled before Congress could consider it. That is because Russia,
being Russia, invaded Georgia.
In 2009, notwithstanding this aggression (which continues to this day with Russia’s
occupation of Abkhazia and South Ossetia), President Obama and Secretary of State Clinton
signaled the new administration’s determination to “reset” relations with Moscow. In this reset,
renewed cooperation and commerce in nuclear energy would be central. There had been such
cooperation and commerce since the Soviet Union imploded. In 1992, the administration of
President George H. W. Bush agreed with the nascent Russian federation that U.S. nuclear
providers would be permitted to purchase uranium from Russia’s disassembled nuclear
warheads (after it had been down-blended from its highly enriched weapons-grade level). The
Russian commercial agent responsible for the sale and transportation of this uranium to the
U.S. is the Kremlin-controlled company “Tenex” (formally, JSC Techsnabexport). Tenex is a
subsidiary of Rosatom. Tenex (and by extension, Rosatom) have an American arm called
“Tenam USA.” Tenam is based in Bethesda, Md. Around the time President Obama came to
power, the Russian official in charge of Tenam was Vadim Mikerin. The Obama administration
reportedly issued a visa for Mikerin in 2010, but a racketeering investigation led by the FBI
determined that he was already operating here in 2009.
The Racketeering Scheme
As Tenam’s general director, Mikerin was responsible for arranging and managing Rosatom/
Tenex’s contracts with American uranium purchasers. This gave him tremendous leverage over
the U.S. companies. With the assistance of several confederates, Mikerin used this leverage to
extort and defraud the U.S. contractors into paying inflated prices for uranium. They then
laundered the proceeds through shell companies and secret bank accounts in Latvia, Cyprus,
Switzerland, and the Seychelle Islands — though sometimes transactions were handled in cash,
with the skim divided into envelopes stuffed with thousands of dollars in cash.
The inflated payments served two purposes: They enriched Kremlin-connected energy
officials in the U.S. and in Russia to the tune of millions of dollars; and they compromised the
American companies that paid the bribes, rendering players in U.S. nuclear energy — a sector
critical to national security — vulnerable to blackmail by Moscow. But Mikerin had a problem.
To further the Kremlin’s push for nuclear-energy expansion, he had been seeking to retain a
lobbyist — from whom he planned to extort kickbacks, just as he did with the U.S. energy
companies. With the help of an associate connected to Russian organized-crime groups,
Mikerin found his lobbyist. The man’s name has not been disclosed, but we know he is now
represented by Victoria Toensing, a well-respected Washington lawyer, formerly a federal
prosecutor and counsel to the Senate Intelligence Committee.
When Mikerin solicited him in 2009, the lobbyist was uncomfortable, worried that the
proposal would land him on the wrong side of the law. So he contacted the FBI and revealed
what he knew. From then on, the Bureau and Justice Department permitted him to participate
in the Russian racketeering scheme as a “confidential source” — and he is thus known as “CS1” in affidavits the government, years later, presented to federal court in order to obtain search
and arrest warrants. At the time this unidentified man became an informant, the FBI was led by
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The Great American Awakenings

E United States.

When Jonathan Edwards began preaching in Northampton, Massachusetts, in 1734, the
moral conditions were at an extreme low, as was prevalent throughout most of the American
colonies. Under his preaching that stressed the importance of an immediate personal spiritual
rebirth, a revival began in his church among the youth and then spread to the adults. Edwards
wrote that “in the spring and summer following, anno 1735, the town
seemed to be so full of the presence of God; it never was so full of love,
nor of joy, and yet so full of distress as it was then.” In two years, 300
converts were added to the church, and news of the revival spread
throughout New England.
The British Methodist Preacher George Whitefield continued the
movement, making seven separate trips to America and spreading nine
years preaching across the colonies. He preached to five thousand on
the Boston Commons and eight thousand at once in the open fields.
Between 1740 and 1742, an estimated 25,000 to 50,000 people were
added to the New England church, changing the region’s moral tone and
Joseph V. Mestnik gaining the name of a “Great Awakening.”
The revival spread into the Middle Colonies, beginning in New Jersey
Editor
largely among the Presbyterians trained under William Tennent, including
his son Gilbert, who became the leading figure of the Great Awakening in the Middle Colonies.
The revival reached the South with the preaching of Samuel Davies among the Presbyterians
of Virginia (1748-1759), with the great success of the Baptists of North Carolina in the 1760s,
and with the rapid spread of Methodism shortly before the American Revolution.
Because the First Great Awakening served to build up interests that were intercolonial in
character and increased opposition to the Anglican Church and royal officials who supported
it, many historians say it helped set in motion a democratic spirit that eventually brought
America its political freedoms. It also resulted in an outburst of missionary activity amount
Native Americans by such men as David Brainerd, and it was the impetus to the first movement
of importance against slavery. In education, it led to the founding of a number of Christian
academies and colleges, notably Princeton, Brown, Rutgers, and Dartmouth.
By the year 1800, nearly a million people had made their way west, settling in the area
west of the Blue Ridge in Virginia, in Kentucky, Tennessee, the Northwest, and in the Indian
Territory. Most did not have access to a church, and moral conditions once again went into
decline. However, a second great spiritual revival began that continued into the 1830s. Many
historians refer to Logan County in Kentucky as its starting point, where several Methodist and
Presbyterian ministers joined efforts in 1799; and held at Cane Ridge, Kentucky, in 1801, and
drew perhaps as many as 15,000 to 20,000 people. More than 10,000 people were swept into
the Kentucky churches between 1800 and 1803.
The great revival quickly spread throughout Kentucky and Tennessee, and southern Ohio.
The Methodists had created an efficient organization of “districts” of churches, each of which
would be served by circuit riders – preachers who traveled from church to church to preach and
minister, especially in rural areas. The circuit riders came from among the common people,
which helped them establish a rapport with the frontier families they hoped to bring to faith. They
promoted “Sunday schools,” in which children were taught reading, writing, and arithmetic.
While the focus of the Second Great Awakening was primarily on personal salvation
experienced in revival meetings, it accomplished far more than that, for it had greater impact
on secular society than any other American history through its vast social concern. Through a
multitude of channels, this revival encouraged Christians to become involved in causes dealing
with prison reform, temperance, women’s suffrage, and the crusade to abolish slavery.
For instance, Charles Finney, one of the greatest American preachers in 1800s, became
the president of Oberlin College in Ohio. He strongly supported giving freedom to the slaves,
and the college was a busy station for the Underground Railroad, which secretly brought
slaves to freedom. Oberlin was among the first American colleges to co-educate blacks and
women with white men. Finney also helped form a greater network of volunteer societies
organized to aid in solving social problems. By 1834, the budget of these societies was nearly
as large as the federal budget of that time.
During revivals that Finney held in Boston, fifty thousand people put their faith in Jesus
Christ in just one week. Finney always demanded a verdict from the question: “What would
you do with Jesus Christ?” Perhaps that is fitting description of what happened across America
through the Second Great Awakening. Hundreds of thousand put their faith in Jesus and went
on to exert a profound spiritual and social impact in their day.
A New Great Awakening is happening today. Gone are the false Obama beliefs in a
“Zero Sum Game” where no one can become rich without stealing from the poor. In the past
18 months we have seen a revival of Jesus throughout the Trump administration. The result
has been over $5 trillion in new wealth, millions of people going back to work and the elimination
of Obama’s stifling political Saul Alinsky Rules for Radical concepts of total government
control of healthcare, banking and government and creation of over whelming $10 trillion of
national debt. President Donald J. Trump is bringing God and specifically Jesus Christ back
into the equation. We will all be able to say “Merry Christmas” again and enjoy the love and
prosperity that only Liberty, Freedom and Christianity can bring!
While at Yale, Jedidiah Morse (1761-1826) studied for the ministry. In 1789, he accepted
a call to the First Church of Charlestown, Massachusetts, one of the oldest churches in
America. He was highly alarmed by how far the Boston clergy had moved away from doctrinal
Christian orthodoxy as well as by the growing influence of European rationalism in the United
States. In 1799, he preached an insightful Election Sermon: “If the foundation be destroyed,
what can the righteous do?” In it, he said:
Our dangers are of two kinds, those which affect our religion, and those which
affect our government. They are, however, so closely allied that they cannot, with
propriety, be separated. The foundation which supported the interest of Christianity, are
also necessary to support a free and equal government like our own . . .
To the kindly influence of Christianity we owe that degree of civil freedom, and political
and social happiness which mankind now enjoys. In proportion as the genuine effects of
Christianity are diminished in any nation, either through unbelief or the corruption of its
doctrine or neglect of its institutions; in the same proportion will the people of that nation
recede from the blessings of genuine freedom, and approximate the miseries of complete
despotism. I hold this to be a truth confirmed by experience. If so, it follows, that all efforts
made to destroy the foundations of our holy religion, ultimately tend to the subversion also
of our political freedom and happiness. Whenever the pillars of Christianity shall be
overthrown, our present republican forms of government and all the blessings which flow
form them, must fall with them.
Americans are now seeing the evils of Islam and all its anti-democratic tenants
creeping into America the land of the free. Obama and the Democratic Party with the aid
of Catholic Charities spread and located the seeds of Islamic destruction throughout the

E

Rotten leaders of Catholic Charities sold its soul to the devil for 2
billion pieces of silver. We must all pray for the conversion to Jesus and Christianity of all
these lost Islamic souls or surely our freedom will be lost forever, because Muslims multiply
and destroy everything in their path as they have throughout all history. The murder of over
270,000,000 million people by Islamic Jihad since 624 AD to the present day is more than
adequate proof. Jesus preached peace and love. Mohammed preached jihad, murder,
societal destruction and total domination. America’s prosperity is based on Liberty,
Freedom and Christian beliefs of love and compassion as taught by Jesus. Anything else is
pure folly.
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JUMP INTO LIFE
By Marie Chernek

In this month of Thanksgiving, I am often reminded of a morning practice I have had for
many years. I start the day in my husband’s leather recliner in the great room. It is a chair I
had resisted buying since I had disdain for moveable furniture.
I eventually concurred and now love it! My bible, prayer journal
and the obituary section of the newspaper are in hand for my
morning praise. You may ask, why the obituaries?
I have found that reading obituaries is a great way to learn
how to live. I read each one with wonder and awe; every face,
every life so very precious. I lift their families up in prayer, as
well. I read about their accolades – some more detailed than
others, but each one just as important. I particularly pray for
those about whom very little is written. I imagine they might
need the most amount of prayers.
One particular morning, I was drawn to the obituary of a
middle-aged woman with the most engaging smile. I was moved
to tears by the sheer beauty and simplicity of her final request. It
Marie Chernek
said “To honor her memory, she would suggest you take your
children, or children you love to a park to enjoy fresh air and
nature, go for a hike, picnic or to explore a creek since that is what she and her children loved to
do together.” These comments brought me to tears. You might ask, why? I think it was because
her request was filled with such humility and wisdom. She got it right – a life well led.
I love the quote by author Robert Brault; “Enjoy the little things, for one day you may look
back and realize they were the big things.” So, as we prepare for Thanksgiving Day, take
some time to enjoy the fresh air, slow down and breathe in the beauty of the day filled with
family and friends to love and be loved. If the leaves haven’t been dusted with snow, rake
them into a huge pile and yell, “Jump!”

Rocky River Muslim Father Pleads Guilty to Killing Daughter!
By the CLARION PROJECT

Rocky River resident, Jamal Mansour pleaded guilty to shooting his daughter, Tahani, to
death, saying he felt she was disrespecting him. (What about Tahani’s respect as a living
free adult human being?) Mansour, 64, a Muslim of Rocky River, shot his youngest child,
27-year old Tahani, a pharmacist, once in the side of her face and again in back of her
head as she slept in the family home. (Can you believe Jamal the coward shot Tahani
while she slept!) The two continually argued about her messy room and her late nights.
(Messy room and late nights out for a 27 year old required the death penalty?) Tahami, the
youngest of seven children, had a non-Muslim boyfriend whom she had kept a secret from
her father, fearing the dyer consequences of disclosing such information. “When she was with
her boy friend, she had to pretend like she was with other people. She was worried about what
would happen if her Muslim father found out,” said County Prosecutor Andrew Rogalski.
(Now we know. The premeditated execution took place in her bed while she was asleep!)
The night of the shooting, Tahani had come home after midnight. The two had argued.
During the confrontation, Tahani “brushed him off” and went to bed. It was then that Mansour
deliberately and premeditatedly took a gun he had with him when he made large bank
deposits for his business and went to Tahani’s room. “If she doesn’t respect me, then
she’ll respect this,” Jamal later told the police. Well he cannot expect any further
respect from Tahani, he silenced Tahani permanently by killing her.
The sleeping daughter killer, Mansour, didn’t want to be put to death so he pleaded guilty
to involuntary manslaughter and felonious assault and was sentenced to only 22 years in
prison. (Involuntary manslaughter? Is this a joke? He deliberately went to her bedroom and
shot her in the face and back of the head.) Mansour can be seen crying like a baby during
the sentencing saying, asking for forgiveness and saying he wished he were the one dead. If
he really felt that badly he should have pleaded guilty to premeditated murder and got his wish.
Based on statistics culled in 2015, there are an estimated 23-27 recorded Muslim honor
killings in the United States annually. The Department of Justice says Muslim honor killings in
the U.S. are a growing problem.
Editor’s comment: When will Muslims learn about the 10 commandments and Thou shall not
kill? Oh Muslims don’t believe in the 10 commandments that God etched in stone and gave to
Moses. Murder is murder and premeditated killing in Ohio warrants the death penalty by lethal
injection. Mansour should get his wish to be dead. The death penalty should be mandatory for
all Muslim Honor Killings. Then maybe this Honor Killing nonsense would stop before it takes
hold in America. Why aren’t Hillary Clinton and other Liberals and Democrats should be screaming
at the top of their lungs about gun control and forbidding all Muslims with daughters from owning
or having access to guns? Is it because this is a Muslim incident everyone is silent?

ISIS Supporter Arrested Trying to Blow Up Florida Mall
By The Clarion Project

FBI counter-terrorism agents arrested a Miami man for attempting to detonate a bomb in
the Dolphin Mall, the Miami Herald reported. A confidential informant tipped off the FBI about
Vicente Solano’s intention to detonate a weapon of mass destruction at the large mall
in Doral, a northern suburb of Miami. Although authorities believe he was acting alone,
Solano made pro-Islamic State videos before setting off for the attack. He was arrested while
planning to detonate a fake bomb he had acquired from undercover FBI agents.
As of 2015, the FBI said they had ongoing terror investigations in all 50 states of the U.S.
Editor’s comment: A Hawaiian U.S. District Court Judge Derrick Watson has ruled Trump’s
Immigration order unconstitutional as it is in Watson’s mind a Muslim ban. Watson is an fool!

COME WORSHIP WITH US! Resting Place Revival Center
Pastor Patricia A. Redmond
We are a non-denominational Ministry dedicated to the teachings of Jesus Christ. We are
dedicated to leading others to Christ; teaching others how to find rest and revival in Jesus Christ.

We are a Holy Spirit Center of Divine Activity.
Our Gathering Time: 12 Noon – Every Saturday
• Beginning Saturday, May 6, 2017
Our Temporary Location: South Haven United Church of Christ
415 Northfield Road, Bedford, Ohio 44146

All are Welcome! SEE YOU SOON!
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director Robert Mueller, who is now the special counsel investigating whether Trump colluded
with Russia. The investigation was centered in Maryland (Tenam’s home base). There, the U.S.
attorney was Obama appointee Rod Rosenstein — now President Trump’s deputy attorney
general, and the man who appointed Mueller as special counsel to investigate Trump.
Because of CS-1, the FBI was able to understand and monitor the racketeering enterprise
almost from the start. By mid-May 2010, it could already prove the scheme and three separate
extortionate payments Mikerin had squeezed out of the informant. Equally important: According
to reporting by John Solomon and Alison Spann in the Hill, the informant learned through
conversations with Mikerin and others that Russian nuclear officials were trying to ingratiate
themselves with the Clintons.
Uranium One, Russia, and the Clintons
There is no doubt that this extraordinarily gainful ingratiation took place. I outlined some
of it a year ago in suggesting that the Justice Department should be investigating the Clinton
Foundation, and its exploitation of Hillary Clinton’s influence as secretary of state, as a potential
racketeering case. In 2005, former President Clinton helped his Canadian billionaire friend and
benefactor, Frank Giustra, obtain coveted uranium-mining rights from Kazakhstan’s dictator.
The Kazakh deal enabled Giustra’s company (Ur-Asia Energy) to merge into Uranium One (a
South African company), a $3.5 billion windfall. Giustra and his partners thereafter contributed
tens of millions of dollars to the Clinton Foundation. Besides the valuable Kazakh reserves,
Uranium One also controlled about a fifth of the uranium stock in the United States.
Alas, Putin, the neighborhood bully, also wanted the Kazakh uranium. He leaned on
Kazakhstan’s dictator, who promptly arrested the official responsible for selling the uraniummining rights to Giustra’s company. This put Uranium One’s stake in jeopardy of being seized
by the Kazakh government. As Uranium One’s stock plunged, its panicked executives
turned to the State Department, where their friend Hillary Clinton was now in charge.
State sprung into action, convening emergency meetings with the Kazakh regime. A few days
later, it was announced that the crisis was resolved (translation: the shakedown was complete).
Russia’s energy giant, Rosatom, would purchase 17 percent of Uranium One, and the Kazakh
threat would disappear — and with it, the threat to the value of the Clinton donors’ holdings.
For Putin, though, that was just a start. He didn’t want a minority stake in Uranium One,
he wanted control of the uranium. For that, Rosatom would need a controlling interest in
Uranium One. That would be a tall order — not because of the Kazakh mining rights but
because acquisition of Uranium One’s American reserves required U.S. government approval.
Uranium is foundational to nuclear power and thus to American national security. As the New
York Times explained in a report on the disturbing interplay between the Clinton Foundation
and the transfer of American uranium assets to Russia, the United States gets a fifth of its
electrical power from nuclear energy, but only produces a fifth of the uranium it needs.
Consequently, a foreign entity would not be able to acquire rights to American uranium without
the approval of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States.
CFIUS is composed of the leaders of 14 U.S. government agencies involved in national
security and commerce. In 2010, these included not only Secretary of State Hillary Clinton,
who had cultivated a reputation as a hawk opposed to such foreign purchases, but Attorney
General Eric Holder, whose Justice Department (and its lead agency, the FBI) were conducting
the investigation of Rosatom’s ongoing U.S. racketeering, extortion, and money-laundering
scheme. In March 2010, to push the Obama “reset” agenda, Secretary Clinton traveled to
Russia, where she met with Putin and Dimitri Medvedev, who was then keeping the president’s
chair warm for Putin. Soon after, it emerged that Renaissance Capital, a regime-tied
Russian bank, had offered Bill Clinton $500,000 to make a single speech — far more than
the former president’s usual haul in what would become one of his biggest paydays ever.
Renaissance was an aggressive promoter of Rosatom. The Clinton speech took place in
Moscow in June. The exorbitant speech fee, it is worth noting, is a pittance compared
with the $145 million Newsweek reports was donated to the Clinton Foundation by
sources linked to the Uranium One deal. The month before the speech, the Hill reports, Bill
Clinton told his wife’s State Department that he wanted to meet while in Russia with Arkady
Dvorkovich, who, in addition to being a top Medvedev aide, was also a key Rosatom board
member. It is not known whether the State Department gave clearance for the meeting; the
question appears to have become moot since the former U.S. president met directly with Putin
and Medvedev. You’ll be comforted, I’m sure, to learn that aides to the Clintons, those pillars
of integrity, assure us that the topics of Rosatom and Uranium One never came up.
Keeping Congress in the Dark
Meanwhile, congressional opposition to Russia’s potential acquisition of American
uranium resources began to stir. As Peter Schweizer noted in his essential book, Clinton
Cash: The Untold Story of How and Why Foreign Governments and Businesses Helped Make
Bill and Hillary Rich, four senior House members steeped in national-security issues — Peter
King (R., N.Y.), Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R., Fla.), Spencer Bachus (R., Ala.), and Howard
McKeon (R. Calif.) — voiced grave concerns, pointing out that Rosatom had helped Iran,
America’s sworn enemy, build its Bushehr nuclear reactor. The members concluded that “the
take-over of essential US nuclear resources by a government-owned Russian agency . . .
would not advance the national security interests of the United States.” Republican senator
John Barrasso objected to Kremlin control of uranium assets in his state of Wyoming, warning
of Russia’s “disturbing record of supporting nuclear programs in countries that are openly
hostile to the United States, specifically Iran and Venezuela.”
The House began moving a bill “expressing disfavor of the Congress” regarding Obama’s
revival of the nuclear-cooperation agreement Bush had abandoned. Clearly, in this atmosphere,
disclosure of the racketeering enterprise that Rosatom’s American subsidiary was, at that very
moment, carrying out would have been the death knell of the asset transfer to Russia. It would
also likely have ended the “reset” initiative in which Obama and Clinton were deeply invested
— an agenda that contemplated Kremlin-friendly deals on nuclear-arms control and
accommodation of the nuclear program of Russia’s ally, Iran. That was not going to be allowed
to happen. It appears that no disclosure of Russia’s racketeering and strong-arming was made
to CFIUS or to Congress — not by Secretary Clinton, not by Attorney General Holder, and
certainly not by President Obama. In October 2010, CFIUS gave its blessing to Rosatom’s
acquisition of Uranium One.
A Sweetheart Plea Helps the Case Disappear
Even though the FBI had an informant collecting damning information, and had a
prosecutable case against Mikerin by early 2010, the extortion racket against American energy
companies was permitted to continue into the summer of 2014. It was only then that, finally,
Mikerin and his confederates were arrested. Why then? This is not rocket science. In March
2014, Russia annexed Crimea. Putin also began massing forces on the Ukrainian border,
coordinating and conducting attacks, ultimately taking control of territory. Clearly, the pie-inthe-sky Obama reset was dead. Furthermore, the prosecution of Mikerin’s racketeering
scheme had been so delayed that the Justice Department risked losing the ability to charge the

Uranium One Scandal cont. on page 18
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Northfield
Are you in the right Medicare plan?
●
●
●
●
●

Medicare
Health
Life Insurance
Supplemental
Long-term Care

Nancy Zajac
216-287-8832

Steven Lichtig
216-577-8084

Call us for a FREE CONSULTATION

Licensed Insurance Agents
Northfield HealthMarkets 10512 Northfield Rd, Northfield, Oh 44067
HealthMarkets Insurance Agency is the d/b/a for Insphere Insurance Solutions, Inc., which is
licensed as an insurance agency in all 50 states. Service and product availability varies by state.
Agents may be compensated based on your enrollment.

Looking for Gentle Dental Care?

Dr. Jane Dodson Still
providing great Dentistry
Now in Bainbridge!
(Only 10 minutes away from Solon and 20 minutes from Bedford!)

• Exam and x-rays $69 free counsultation only!*

Corner of Routes 422 and 306

(16775 Chillicothe Road, Chagrin Falls, OH 44023)
Call for an appointment today

440-543-3688

http://bainbridgedentists.com/
E-mail: bainbridgedentalassoc1@gmail.com
Financing Available.
* Expirers November 20, 2017 Most insurance providers accepted!

Heating & Cooling

Dr. Jane Dodson

For all your heating and cooling needs,
see Sal’s specials on the back page of
Liberty News & Views. Sal is a Walton
Hills’ resident and will make sure you
have the very best for your requirements.
Call Sal at 440-582-4748

For all your home
improvement needs.
No Job too big or
too small.
Call Johnny

216-570-1078
John Kaminski
28 years experience
Bedford Resident

Liberty News & Views
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1987 Class Reunion of the Bedford High School
Division One Basketball Champions

Do You Enjoy Winning at Bingo?

You are invited!

Monday: November 20, 2017
BINGO at WALTON MANOR!!!

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.,
2 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. LIGHT REFRESHMENTS
BINGO STARTS at 3 p.m.
West Side Dining Room
Bring a friend!

RSVP Please: (440) 439-4433 X128 or

L to R Lamont Norman, Darren Cooper, Keith Seizmore, Tony Moore, and coach Ray Kennedy.
Not pictured: Torry Rollins, Mark Massey, Leighton McCoy, Sam Dickerson, Jason Mitalski,
Shawn Saunders, Dwayne Howell, Derek Funderburk, Mike Cummins and Willie Foreman.

Solon Animal Hospital
Complete Veterinary Care for all your Pets!

•
•
•
•

Advanced Dentistry • Orthopedics • Cruciate Repair • Nutrition • Digital X-Ray
Advanced Diagnostics • Vaccinations
Annual Exams • Senior Blood Work • Boarding
Ultrasound • Now treating Exotic Pets

Hours:
Mon, Tues, Fri: 8 am - 6 pm
Wed & Thurs: 8 am - 8 pm
Sat:
8 am - 2 pm

Ask for SHAWN in activities

19859 Alexander Road
Walton Hills, OH 44146

Do you need Reliable Pet Grooming?

Solon, OH 44139

• Full Service Dog and Cat Grooming
• High Quality Shampoos, Conditioning
Treatments and Colognes
• All inclusive packages
• Walk-ins welcome!

www.ohiopetvet.com

Foxy Fur Grooming Salon

6475 Richmond Road

440-232-8383

712 Broadway Ave., For appointment call:
Bedford OH 44146
440-945-6968

Formerly: Dog Day Afternoon

Sunset Tree Service
• Removal
• Trimming
• Stump Grinding • Fertilizing
• Certified Arborist
• Residential & Commercial
• 24 Hour Emergency Service

Caring for trees since1992! Dean Denham
email: deaninohio@gmail.com

Bedford’s Los Gallos Restaurant

Come to Los Gallos Authentic Mexican Restaurant and Sports
Cantina for a wonderful authentic Mexican meal and a refreshing Los
Gallos Signature Margarita. Los Gallos is a full service restaurant
using only the freshest traditional ingredients for a delightful dine in or
quick service carryout experience.

Gr
ea
ood * Gr
ea
Grea
eatt F
Food
Grea
eatt Drinks
You won’t be disappointed!
(440) 232-1322

VFW Fish Fry!
Friday - November 10th • 4:30 - 7:00 p.m.
Dinners: • $10.00 - Talapia • $10.00 - Ocean Perch
All meals served with macaroni & cheese, coleslaw, roll & butter.

Please sign up to reserve dinner!!

277 Northfield Rd. / Bedford
440-439-5549
intersection of Forbes & Northfield Rd.

www.losgallosmexican.com

5 Off*

$ 00


* When the check totals
$30.00 or more.
Expires 11-30-17 Valid with coupon only

Buy one meal and get
½ off on a second meal
of equal or less value.


Expires 11-30-17 Valid with coupon only

Post 1082
Please support
our Combat
Veterans!

Bedford VFW Post 1082
343 Northfield Road • 440-232-9035

630 Broadway Ave., Bedford, OH 44146

Los Gallos is owned and Operated by the Zambrano Family

216-513-3563

Sagamore Hills Resident

$

3.75

$

LN-375

Any 7” Sandwich

6.00

LN-6

Any 10” Sandwich

Make it a meal* $2.75 more +tax

Make it a meal* $2.75 more +tax

*With Pepsi. Romanburger® BTE extra. Only
valid at 277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any
other offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17

*With Pepsi. Romanburger® BTE extra. Only
valid at 277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any
other offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17

$

11.00

LN-11

Any 3 - 7” Sandwiches
Romanburger® BTE extra. Only valid at
277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any other
offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17

$

10.50

LN-1050

Any 2 - 7” Sandwiches &
2 reg. Potato Waffer Fries
®

Romanburger® BTE extra. Only valid at
277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any other
offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17
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Party Center
Restaurant, Bar
Business
meetings

440.232.0029 • 23333 Aurora Road • Bedford Heights Ohio 44146
Football Sundays!
Veterans Day Saturday November 11th
Select items free with Military ID and one 1:00 Game Time Beer Specials!
other form of ID
Many Varieties!
Holloween Custom Party with pizza, burger and hot dog buffet and
(either 1 well drink, 1 domestic draft beer, 1 glass of wine) and band
and DJ. $2000 at the door
Bring a dry good item for the Greater Cleveland Food Bank (food items, cleaners,
detergents, paper towels and napkins in original wrap, etc. from Nov. 22nd through
Nov. 30th and be entered into a drawing for a $50 gift card to Gears and Cheers.
Friday after Thanksgiving November 24th Kids get to decorate their own holiday
sugar cookie any time during the day. Call for details 440-232-0029.

Fabulous Fun Bands at Gears and Cheers!

Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Friday
Saturday
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November 4th
Custard Pie
November 11th Armstrong Bearcat
November 18th Ted Riser Band
November 24th The Benjaminz
November 25th Replay

8-11 pm
8-11 pm Veterans Day
8-11 pm
8-11 pm
8-11 pm

NEW MENU! COME SEE WHAT’S NEW AT SOUTH EAST
New Hours - GEARS & CHEERS! Happy Hour Mon-Friday
Mondays*

$3 off on entrees
after 5 pm

Biker Night!

Try our Ultra Burger

Jack Sliders 2 for $5
Fish and Fries

Party Center
Hours:
Mondays 11 am-2 pm (CARRY OUT ONLY)
doors open at 4 pm - 9 pm
Tuesday-Thursday 11:30 am -10:00 pm
Friday and Saturday 11:30 am - midnight
Sunday 11 am - 8 pm

T-Bone

Ladies Night
$
99
Every Friday Steak 12 *)
½ price specialty baked potato and salad
drinks for the (after 5 p.m.) * Reg. $1599
ladies!

Happy
Hour!
M-Fri 4-7 pm

Thanksgiving
Closed

Tuesday Night Bike Night
Starts 6:00 pm band plays 6:30 pm- 9:30pm

Join for Browns Burger and
Beer Specials!

Wednesdays*
5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Jumbo Wings only
50¢ each!

Thursdays*
Bucket of
Mussels
$550 after 5 pm

Saturdays
Rib Night!
*Daily Specials not valid
with any other offer

SUNDAYS... All Day Sunday Breakfast Menu (Beer Batter Pancakes)
Egg Dishes, Omelets, Meat Dishes, Desserts & More $1399
GORGEOUS PATIO with BAR

• 702 Broadway Avenue • Downtown Bedford
440-232-5313 • koppeladv@aol.com
Looking for your Varsity Jacket?
Don’t go all the way across town.
• We are local and can create
exactly what you are looking for.
Prices start at $189.95 plus tax
Visit our website at
www.koppeladv.com

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!!
EVERY SATURDAY 8:00 PM - 11:00 PM

• TBD FRIDAYS of the MONTH LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!
• KARAOKE FRIDAYS • ALL START AT 8:30 PM
$6 Martinis
FULL SERVICE BAR with SPECIALITY DRINKS and CRAFT BEERS
Kids Menu. Senior Citizen Discount Every Day. 10% OFF (65 And older)

440.232.0029 • 23333 Aurora Road • Bedford Heights Ohio 44146

www.segearsandcheers.com

Heating & Cooling

3/17

For all your heating and cooling needs,
see Sal’s specials on the back page of
Liberty News & Views. Sal is a Walton
Hills’ resident and will make sure you
have the very best for your requirements.
Call Sal at 440-582-4748

As seen by Akiane Kramarik

Jesus
“I am the way, the
truth, and the life;
no one cometh
unto the Father,
but by me . . .”
5/15/15

“It is not the strongest of
the species that survives
but the most adaptable.”
Charles Darwin
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Bearcats Romp! cont. from page 1

spectacular catches ever made by a Bearcat wide receiver. And then there is Deangelo
Howard, who after catching the ball on a kick off or punts has often when all the way for a
touchdown! One of the most spectacular runs was against Cleveland Heights. Right before
the halftime with 22 seconds on the clock and Bedford down 42-14, Cleveland Heights kicked
off. Deangelo caught the ball on about the 20 yard line and then dashed to his right. With
some strategic blocking he barreled down the sideline all the way for
a touch down! That raised the score to 42-20. The second half started
and Bedford started their comeback. Runs by Kenneth Wilkins and
catches by other brought the score to 42 and 42. With a few minutes
to play, Cleveland Heights punted the ball. After a few plays Bedford
was on the 14 yard line when Wilkins was given the ball. Four
Cleveland Heights players had him on the 10 yard line when he spun
out of their grasp and bawled over a few more players into the end
zone and scoring the final touchdown. The score ended 48 - 42.
Bedford kicked off and Cleveland Heights was driving to mid-field
when Keshun Jones put a final touch on winning the game by make
a spectacular interception. Bedford then ran out the clock.
The Lorain game was by far one of the most exciting games
played this year. On the very first down Bedford fumbled the ball on
the 5 yard line. Lorain went in for a touch down. Lorain kicked off and
Keshun Jones
on the very first play Lorain intercepted the ball and ran in for another
touchdown! Score 14-0. Lorain kicked off the ball and Bedford march
down the field. Then Kenneth Wilkins worked some of his magic by breaking loose and scoring
a touchdown. 2 point extra points made the score 14 - 8. Bedford kicked off and Lorain drove
all the way down for a touchdown and the score was 22-8.
Then Bedford started making a come back. Eventually the score was 48-48. Lorain punted
the ball. Bedford then drove all the way down the field and scored a touchdown. The score was
54-48. Bedford kicked off and Lorain drove down the field to the 5 yard line. First and goal on
the 5 yard line. Three plays later they were on the 1 yard line. 4th down and 1 yard to tie the
game! The hand off went to their best player who came to his right when he was hit so hard by
Kenneth Wilkins that he was stopped dead in his track! Bedford took over on downs.
Quarterback Jenkins handed off to Wilkins who moved the ball to the 6 yard line. The second
down was handed to Wilkins again and he drove to the 14 yard line and first down. Bedford
continued to drive down as Lorain used up their time outs. Bedford was then about the 50 yard
line when they ran out the clock! Then the celebration began! The team is 8-1 with one more
game to go with Warrensville Heights. Come on out and celebrate with our young men!
Hats off to Head Coach Sean Williams and his fine coaching staff! They have brought
these young men to the high lights of the year and already many colleges are looking at our talent.

Erik Brooks, Crystal Leggot and Jordan Briggs carrying the Bearcat Band Banner!

Jordan Briggs keeping time!

Bearcat fans enjoying the game!
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Bearcat Band beautiful Flag ladies!

Drummer in the great Marching Band

Coach Sean Williams telling the Bearcats how this was a total team win. How everyone of
the young men worked so well together to earn a win after being behind. Never give up!

Bearcat Celebration after beating Lorain 56 to 48
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Working Together All Things are Possible!
By Heather Rhoades

The season of Halloween is once again upon us and during
this holiday we like to think that there are ghosts that wander
among us. At The Lamson House, this is a little true because
the stories from years ago have seeped deep into the bones of
the house. I believe that Fred Lamson, the original owner,
would be proud to see that his dream home is once again
reaching the levels of grandeur and beauty that he dreamed of
when he built it.
I am not so sure that he would feel the same about the
surrounding City of Bedford. While it is scary, it’s no secret that
the City of Bedford has fallen on difficult times. I think many
people who live here feel we are lost in the woods. But it does
not have to be like this. The Lamson House came back from
Heather Rhoades
near catastrophic disrepair and I absolutely know that it is
possible for the City of Bedford to regain its old glory as well. All it needs is the right hands to
help guide it back there.
Read that last sentence carefully and note that I said “hands” – plural. A city needs all its
residents working to help it recover, rebuild and revitalize. The City of Bedford needs your help.
The first step you can take is to make sure that the people who oversee making sure that
Bedford is the best city it can be are people who will actually work towards that goal.
In just a few days many of the residents of Bedford will be asked to go into a polling station
and vote for new city council members. Take the time to look at the candidates in your ward
and vote for the one you feel will work hard to make Bedford a city that you can be proud to live
in.
On November 7th go to the voting polls and elect a new council person. Don’t let your lack
of participation in our democracy haunt you in the future. Your vote is important, especially at
the local level where literally a vote or two can sway the results. Use your vote to bring back
the spirit of community and redevelopment to Bedford.
Congratulations to the Bedford Bearcats with their fabulous football season! Way to go
Bearcats!
On November 7th I ask for your vote. Together I know we can make Bedford the most
desirable place to live in Ohio!

James the Barber at Redario’s Hair Design
• Veterans $10
• Kids $12
• Men’
Men’ss Cuts $18 with wash $25
• Beard $10
• Razor Shaves $15

Look Great!

For busy people who need an Appointment 216-832-9640

• Formerly of Demitri’s Barber Shop • LaBarberia Institute of Hair graduate.
• US Air Force Veteran • 6 years experience.

23200 Broadway Ave. (Between Levin’s Furniture and Sam’s Club)

Oakwood Village, OH 44146

• If your home isn’t becomming to you,
you should be coming to me!

Jane L. Dodson, DDS, General Dentist
Corner of Routes 422 and 306
(16775 Chillicothe Road, Bainbridge, OH)
440-543-3688

Send your question today! http://bainbridgedentists.com
Contact us at email: bainbridgedentalassoc1@gmail.com

SENIORS COULD Need YOUR HELP
By Jane Dodson, DDS

The elderly need some special help to be sure that they can chew and smile with
confidence. They are not always able to schedule their own appointments or remember to
keep them once they have an appointment. Here is where a family member, a neighbor, an
adult child can make a big difference in the quality of life for an elderly person.
According to a recent study published in the American Journal of Public Health, seniors
who live alone or with one of their adult children are much less likely to receive preventive
healthcare and dental care services than those who reside with their spouse, Reuters Health
reports. In the study, Denys Lau and James Kirby analyzed the medical information of more
than 13,000 community-dwelling residents who were at least 65 years of age.
The research team found that the 52 percent of respondents who lived with their spouse
had a significantly increased likelihood of routinely obtaining cholesterol screenings, influenza
vaccinations, colorectal cancer screenings and regular dental care. Since the mouth is the
window to the whole body leaving the oral visits out compromised the quality of future living
even though the Medical Doctor mnay not see that as a cause. Lau told the news source that
“healthcare providers should not assume that elderly patients living with their adult offspring
will have adequate family resources to obtain preventive services.”
He also concluded that physicians need to stress the importance of preventive care to the
elderly and their families. This guidance from physicians has been lax in the past in part
because physicians don’t learn about the pitfalls to health via the oral cavity. If one did not
learn about it, IT ISN’T. Make Sense? Regular visits to the dentist can help prevent avoidable
dental health problems, such as infection, tooth decay, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Dementia,
Alzheimer’s Disease, diabetes and especially, cardiovascular diseases., This data is supported
by the American Dental Association., the American Medical Association, the American Heart
Association: just to name a few national organizations.
Maybe you can volunteer to help someone you know who may need a dental visit. I have
had some very appreciative patients come to our Bainbridge office and go away smiling. The
smiles may be that they can now chew what they could not chew before or that they want to
smile because missing teeth are replaced so they feel like smiling. Recently a gentleman
wanted teeth to go to his family wedding. He jumped out of the chair and gave me a quick hug
when he saw how nice his teeth looked in his smile. That was a satisfying visit for me as well
as for him. Nursing home and assisted living patients also appreciate regular dental
visits. A facility with a first floor access make visits easier to happen for wheel chair
patients. Thank you for thinking of who you can help make more healthy today .
Call 440-543-3688 to set up a dental visit. Good health and prevention of future
complications awaits you there!.

The best Chicken by the Bucket with Jo-Jo Fries!

You can taste the difference! Order now!

Thinking about moving? Call Don Firem.

He can help sell your home!

Our very own delicious special recipe’ breading!

714 Broadway Ave. • Bedford, Ohio 44146 • 440-439-8889

St. Mary’s

Roman Catholic Church

Jane L. Dodson, DDS
General Dentist

K & K Meat 216-662-2644
(Turney Dunham Plaza)

Divine Life Line
is Christ Centered

6172 Dunham Rd., Maple Heights 44137
For all your heating and cooling needs,
see Sal’s specials on the back page of
Liberty News & Views. Sal is a Walton
Hills’ resident and will make sure you
have the very best for your requirements.
Call Sal at 440-582-4748

Bible believing
Church

Heating & Cooling

277 Northfield Rd. / Bedford
440-439-5549
intersection of Forbes & Northfield Rd.

$

Any 7” Sandwich

Mass Schedule :

Wednesday and Thursday: 8:00 a.m.
Saturday - 4:30 p.m.
Sunday - 8:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
340 Union Street
Bedford, Ohio 44146

440/359-8205

Hearing impaired - Earphones available
Handicap accessible.

ALL ARE WELCOME!

3.75

Sunday Service: 10:30 AM
Senior Pastor Diann Avery
For More information call:

440-821-1192

The Hampton’s INN
6035 Enterprise Pkwy.
Solon, OH, 44139

$

LN-375

6.00

LN-6

Any 10” Sandwich

Make it a meal* $2.75 more +tax

Make it a meal* $2.75 more +tax

*With Pepsi. Romanburger® BTE extra. Only
valid at 277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any
other offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17

*With Pepsi. Romanburger® BTE extra. Only
valid at 277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any
other offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17

$

11.00

LN-11

Any 3 - 7” Sandwiches
Romanburger® BTE extra. Only valid at
277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any other
offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17

$

10.50

LN-1050

Any 2 - 7” Sandwiches &
2 reg. Potato Waffer Fries
®

Romanburger® BTE extra. Only valid at
277 Northfield Rd. Not valid with any other
offers or discounts. Expires 11/30/17
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Do you need an appliance repair?
Honest • Reliable • Reasonable • Quick
Because our name is on the line! Quality Service Since 1935!

Dish Washers

Ranges

Washer & Dryers
Refrigerators

Bennici Appliance Inc.
(Oakwood Village Resident)

216-662-5955

Save $10 with this ad • Limit 1 per customer.

Why Is Rex Tillerson Undermining the Fight Against Qatar?
By Elliot Friedland

Qatar rejected a list of 13 demands put to it by Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain and Egypt.
Qatar is accused of supporting terrorism, which it denies, despite ample evidence that they are
among the world’s foremost supporters of terrorism. They gave Qatar a deadline of ten days
to accede to the demands. Now U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has taken it upon
himself to interfere instead of allowing the Arab countries to pressure Qatar to clean house.
Tillerson called for a de-escalation of the crisis, saying “Qatar has begun its careful review
and consideration of a series of requests presented by Bahrain, Egypt, Saudi Arabia and UAE.
While some of the elements will be very difficult for Qatar to meet, there are significant areas
which provide a basis for ongoing dialogue leading to resolution.”
The Qatari foreign minister, Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, even cited
Tillerson’s comments in his justification for rejecting the demands, “The U.S. secretary of state
recently called upon the blockading nations to produce a list of grievances that was ‘reasonable
and actionable,’” he said, going on to say that the list was not reasonable.
Tillerson earlier cancelled a June 19 trip to Mexico to focus on mediating the Qatar crisis.
He fielded at least 20 calls and believes they need to “speed this along,” according to State
Department Spokeswoman Heather Nauert.
Given Qatar’s demonstrable ties to terrorism, it is unclear why the secretary of state is
interfering and undermining a regional effort to hold them to account.
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Leftists Despicably Use Vegas Massacre For Agenda
By Lloyd Marcus, Singer/Songwriter and Conservative Activist
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God’s Miracle
By Bobbie Reed

It has always bugged me how fake news media helps Leftists portray themselves morally
It was early summer in 2004, but I remember it like it was yesterday. I
superior, more caring and compassionate than the rest of us. The dirty little secret is Leftists was at our IFCA Northwest District Annual Women’s Retreat of which my
are cold and calculating only caring about implementing their socialist/progressive, anti-God pastor’s wife was overseer. The speaker of the retreat received a Word
and anti-American agenda. In plain words, Leftists do not give a from God that the women of the retreat would not leave there the same, but
rat’s derriere about who gets hurt or dies as long as it helps their would be witnesses to the miraculous healing power of God. I was one of
mission to transform America. Leftists’ ultimate goal is to get rid of those women. He called women forward who needed a touch from God.
the Constitution, giving government power to control every aspect My mind immediately went to the annoyance of having to wear contacts,
of our lives, dictating how we are allowed to behave. Thus, you especially when driving around in my Mustang Convertible. I wondered if
can understand why Leftists seize every opportunity to move the God cared about such a trivial thing when I heard women saying they
ball towards their goal.
needed to be healed of cancer, high blood pressure, and many more
Here are just a few examples of Leftists saying screw the important diseases. As this man prayed for each woman, I would see many
truth, logic, facts and negative effects on peoples’ lives. Leftists’ of them fall backward and skeptically thought to myself, “Is this genuine?”
are laser-focused, using every weather catastrophe, accident, As I debated back and forth as to whether I should step forward for prayer, Bobbie Reed
tragedy and political issue to further their agenda.
the line dwindled until the last woman received prayer and I knew my time
The Vegas Massacre:
was running out.
Despicably,
Leftists
immediately
exploited
the
Vegas
I was feeling pressed in my innermost being to just step forward because what did I have
L:loyd Marcus
massacre to further their mission to disarm law abiding citizens, to lose? Just as the man was about to close the meeting, I held up my hand and said, “Wait,
undermining our 2nd Amendment right. What part of criminals-do-not-obey-gun-laws do one more.” I practically ran forward at this point because I felt my window of opportunity
Leftists not understand?
closing quickly. He asked me, “Bobbie, what can God do for you today?” I answered “I
The shooter, Steven Paddock, broke every gun law. Therefore, tougher gun laws would want God to heal my eyes that I don’t need to wear contacts anymore.” He asked, “Will
not have stopped him. Cities with the toughest gun laws have the highest murder rates. Crime God do this for you today?” I said, “I know He can.” He laughed and said, “I know He
is lower in states where citizens are packin’. http://bit.ly/2xSY7Mb It has always puzzled me can too, but I asked if He WILL.” I realized there is a big difference between whether God
why Leftist feminists are so anti-gun. If my wife is approached by a mugger in a dark parking can, and God WILL, and as I contemplated the difference I answered and said, “I know He
lot, I want her armed with a gun, the perfect equalizer.
will”, and repeated it until I believed it enough to remove my contacts and rip them up.
Outrageously, Leftists inferred that the murdered country music fans at the Vegas concert
When the preacher saw my faith by the act of destroying my contacts, he prayed and laid
deserved to die because they were probably gun owners and Trump supporters. http://bit. his hand on my forehead. I felt the power of God, like heat, go from my head right down my
ly/2xbk7Qs Imagine the 24/7 media firestorm Leftists would launch had a conservative made body like nothing I had ever felt before, and realized this was more genuine than anything I had
a similar comment about murdered hip-hop concert goers and Obama supporters. Clearly, ever felt before. My legs started to soften and I melted under that power, and like most of the
Leftists/fake news media believe the lives of people who disagree with them do not matter.
other women before me, I collapsed backward to the ground. As I lay there, I was very
The Homosexual Night Club Massacre in Orlando:
conscious of the extreme heat I was feeling behind my eyes. My eyes were closed and I was
Leftists exploited the night club massacre to further their homosexual agenda. The shooter crying and felt afraid to open my eyes because if they weren’t healed, I had no idea how I was
had ties to Islam. Insidiously, Leftists attacked Christians and gun owners, blaming them for going to drive home with no contacts.
the deaths. Leftists said everyone who opposes homosexual marriage is responsible for the
Well, I opened my eyes and fixed them on the now crystal clear sharp edges of the crown
massacre. Leftists said everyone who is against men using girl’s restrooms is complicit in molding around the ceiling. I jumped up and looked around in amazement of the clarity of
the mass murder. Leftists’ massage was you had better embrace the rainbow symbol or we everything around me. I ran to the lobby of the hotel we were meeting at declaring to everyone
will brand you a rabid hater who supports murdering homosexuals.
that God had just healed my eyes, reading every sign around to validate what I was saying was
The Michael Brown “Hands Up Don’t Shoot” Lie:
true. I looked outside at the trees that now appeared to have individual leaves instead of a
This lie by far is Leftists’ most satanically evil attack on human lives; our brave men and solid blob of green. God did it! He healed my eyes that day and now, thirteen years later, I still
women in blue. http://washex.am/2yXvIEU Evidence confirmed and the grand jury don’t need any kind of visual aid. The last time I had my eyes examined, I could see 20/20 out
concluded that Brown was shot while reaching inside the police car attempting to take the of my left eye and 20/10 out of my right. Let me encourage anyone reading this story today
officer’s gun. Brown’s blood was found inside the police car. http://bit.ly/2xUCoTU Brown that God loves you, and cares about even the smallest ailment you may have, and He wants
was not shot while surrendering with his hands up. And yet, this lie which has led to police to heal you too. Only have faith and believe!
being ambushed and assassinated across America continues to be promoted by Leftists.
Editor’s comment: I too have had a similar experience. I prayed in Jesus’ Name and now
I could not believe my eyes watching the Grammy Awards feature a huge musical have clear vision as well. I have worn glasses since the 5th grade for myopia, near sighted.
production number based on the “hands up don’t shot” lie. The Leftist producers of the awards I can now go without glasses and see everything clearly. I have gone for months without
TV show intentional infected millions of black youth’s minds with vitcimhood-ism and hatred for glasses. There have been a number of miracles recently at the Gospel House on Alexander
America’s police. Why? To further Leftists’ goal of the federal government taking control of Road in Walton Hills. One of the miracles is with Gary Barnes, who had stage 4 brain cancer
every state’s police department.
is now cancer free. Jesus is still working miracles right here in Liberty News Land!
Issues Plaguing Black America:
Have you experienced a miracle through Jesus and prayer and would like to share it?
With blacks murdering each other in record numbers in urban cities controlled by democrats, Please email your experience and along with a picture to: Libertynews@aol.com
why are Leftists outraged whenever anyone sincerely addresses this issue? http://fxn.
ws/2iVMOhJ Black lives only matter to Leftists in the furtherance of their agenda. Blacks are
aborting themselves into extinction. Orchestrating America’s black genocide is Leftists’
Planned Parenthood which targets black babies. http://washex.am/1iHbDJt Leftists want
as many babies aborted as possible to “save the planet.” Leftists attack any talk of blacks Sell anything. Send check and ad to : Liberty News P.O. Box 46153,
pulling themselves up by their boot straps. They need blacks suffering, viewing themselves Bedford, OH 44146 Questions? Call 440-232-2080
as victims of an eternally racist America.
For Sale: Baby gate, Desk fan, Large Stainless Steel Pot without lid, Large Fry Pan with lid,
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black communities. http://bit.ly/1TLhZWa And yet, Leftists have conned blacks into believing and Weed Whacker. Call Juanita: 440-439-5527 or 877-243-2823
their only shield against racism is loyally voting for Democrats. Consequently, blacks are
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suffering more in urban cities than they were when I lived in the Baltimore projects 50 years
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keep blacks dependent on government. Isn’t it strange that Leftists hate black Supreme Court HOMEMADELUNCH SERVED - TUES-WED-THURS-FRI
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neurosurgeon Dr Ben Carson?
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Carson achieved success competing with whites as equals. These blacks achieved success
Electric Motor Tech Pump Repair Tech
Light Assembly
the old-fashion way. They earned it. Do Leftists really care about black lives? Absolutely not.
Experienced applicants contact Dale at
Leftists view everything and everyone through a lens of exploitation to further their agenda.
Bedford area (440) 735-1333
Al,s High Tech, Inc.
It was easily predictable that Hillary would exploit the Vegas massacre to further Leftists’
Please
e-mail resume to:
Help wanted Shovelers and drivers
gun grab. She politicized the massacre while cautioning gun owners not to politicize the
dalerussell1912@hotmail.com
Call 440-786-7329
massacre. Using her evil forked tongue, Hillary demanded more gun controls, ignoring the fact
that no gun law would have stopped the shooter. In typical Leftist fashion, Hillary played on
peoples’ emotions to overrule the Constitution to end American’s right to bear arms. Thank CLEANING POSITIONS PT/FT. LOOKING FOR HARDWORKING,
God this despicable Leftist zealot is not our president.
MOTIVATED, DEPENDABLE INDIVIDUALS. NO HOLIDAYS.
This is how Leftists roll folks. This is how they roll.
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Why Appointing Better Judges Won’t Fix Our Rogue Courts

Defeating Jihad: The Winnable War

So, a federal district judge scribbles some incoherent nonsense about needing his
permission to regulate visas from war-torn countries, and our government obsequiously
listens to his every whim. If a judge “strikes down” Trump’s warnings to Kim Jong Un, will the
executive branch listen? How did we get here? And how can we restore a constitutional system
of checks and balances from the existing judicial autocracy? The federal judiciary suffers not
only from a personnel problem, but also from a systematic misconception of its own
power. Judges have a much-overblown sense of their jurisdiction, final say over political issues,
and their power to place nationwide injunctions on commonsense national policies.
Following the insane ruling from Judge Watson in Hawaii, placing a nationwide injunction
on Trump’s third watered-down immigration slowdown, many conservatives are responding by
expressing greater urgency to confirm Trump’s judicial picks. While Trump’s nominees appear
to be stellar, conservative judicial commentators are missing the point. We currently have a
system where unelected federal judges are viewed as the sole and final arbiter of all
political issues, including issues, such as immigration policy, over which the courts
themselves have said for 200 years they have no jurisdiction.
It’s not just the Supreme Court. We have empowered even district judges with this
supreme authority and have allowed them to erroneously peddle the practice of nationwide
injunctions outside their individual cases and geographical jurisdictions. This has created a
long-term no-win situation for the Trump administration and for conservatives. All the
Left has to do is use its infinite legal resources to sue any national policy or even statute
in a carefully shopped district court. Even if Trump were to serve two terms, the Left will
still control more than half of the district courts and more than half the circuits. There is no end
to the judicial sins these judges will stoop to. They will lie, cheat, and steal to get their outcome.
They will overturn the Constitution, precedent, law, established practice and tradition, and
rules of standing — and then issue a nationwide injunction. The Left will always strategically
go to districts within the circuits that have super-majority leftists for at least another generation,
such as the Ninth, Fourth, and D.C. Circuits.
Thus, the Left will win every appeal. Given that the Supreme Court is slow to take up
these cases, particularly with the reluctance of Roberts and Kennedy to fully uproot the premise
of these lower courts, this revolutionary “jurisprudence” is allowed to percolate for quite some
time in the lower courts and creates an infinite and immutable inertia away from settled law
within months. For example, in a matter of just a year or so, we have gone from the political
branches having 100 percent control over immigration (“plenary power doctrine”) to the courts
having 100 percent control and the president having to submit ample evidence of a need to
slow down immigration from any targeted country before a district judge. Taken in totality,
there is no point to winning elections, unless we reform the courts.
While Trump is doing a good job picking good judges, the capacity of a good judge to do
good is nowhere near the capacity of a bad judge to do bad. There is no way to actively “ratify”
a policy with a good panel of judges the way we agree to allow courts to veto these policies.
Furthermore, most of Trump’s appointees are merely filling vacancies of good retiring judges
or circuits, such as the Fifth and Eighth, that are already decent. While Trump can make some
progress on a few panels, in particular the Seventh, the fact remains that for the foreseeable
future, almost all the other panels are lost. Think of it this way. There are 94 federal judicial
districts in the U.S. Theoretically, under the prevailing erroneous understanding of judicial
power, if the ACLU sues Trump on an immigration ban, a deportation policy, or transgenderism
in the military in all 94 districts and loses in all but one district, they still win if they get that judge
to impose a nationwide injunction.
This is pure insanity and philosophical proof of the fact that district judges have no
such veto power. This is happening on every important issue. Just yesterday, the Supreme
Court refused to hear a DOJ appeal on a Fourth Circuit ruling invalidating the deportation of a
criminal alien sex offender. A liberal Chicago judge placed a nationwide injunction on the
DOJ’s order denying law enforcement grants to sanctuary cities. Minutes after the Hawaii
judge demanded the president submit to him sufficient justification for cutting off visas to
dangerous countries, a San Francisco judge demanded that Trump turn over all legal advice
related to ending Obama’s illegal executive amnesty.
Yes, Obama’s illegal usurpation of statute
is now the law of the land in the eyes of the
judge-kings, while immigration statutes are so
wrong that the president must submit before a
district judge his justification and legal advice
on terminating an illegal program. Even if
these cases make it to the Supreme Court,
Roberts will likely use a “split the baby” approach,
and as Justice Thomas warned in his dissent on
the immigration ban decision, the liberal groups
will come back to the same liberal judges, who
don’t respect precedent, and chip away even President Barrack H. Obama, who in 8
further. The sober reality is that most judges years swelled the US Muslim population to
retiring under Trump are the good ones.
6.2 million, raised the National Debt by $10
By my count, 10 of the 12 announced Trillion and deliberately restricted Christians.
vacancies on appellate courts since Trump
assumed office were GOP - appointed judges, many of them solid originalists. On the allimportant D.C. Circuit, they are fighting hard to fill the vacancy left by Janice Rogers Brown,
one of the best judges in the country. The D.C. Circuit is gone for a generation because the
Left has an insurmountable majority and their judges are the young ones. So, we are fighting
tooth and nail for a one percent solution when we could spend the same political capital to
actually solve the problem.
We could:
End nationwide injunctions for district judges.
Use the power of the purse, legislation, and executive power to push back
against the
courts in the application of rulings to specific issues. One example: Trump
could veto any budget bill that doesn’t defund issuance of these visas.
Use Art. III sec. II power to remake orientation and subject-matter jurisdiction of
lower courts.
Impeach rogue judges.
What else do the courts need to do before conservatives wake up and smell the
stench of judicial supremacy?
Join: ACT for Americahttp://www.actforamerica.org/

First: “Deploy the truth: You cannot win a war if you cannot talk
honestly about the enemy. … [W]e must use the term ‘jihadist’ to
describe groups like the Islamic State.” Second: “Take a step back:
Help others fight their own wars.” And finally: “Winning the war at
home: [calls for] education and human intelligence. … [W]e need to
establish a nationwide program of education and training in the
enemy threat doctrine of global jihadism across the armed services
as well as federal, state, and local police forces and the intelligence
community.” All three recommendations are certainly a good start—
to which can be added banning immigration of Islamists and
monitoring Islamic centers in America.
The difficulty concerns the first, and arguably most important,
point: speaking accurately. We need to regularly point to U.S. Raymond Ibrahim
ideological war with the Soviet Union as a precedent and model for
U.S. leadership to follow. But the analogy is not very helpful. The U.S. ideological war with
the U.S.S.R did not distinguish between a “moderate” and “radical” form of communism—at
least not in the way others distinguish between a “moderate” and “radical” Islam—but rather
was an unabashed denunciation of the heart of communist ideology itself. A more nuanced
analogy is required.
The sooner Western leaders and pundits remove their blinders regarding the ideological
fount of jihadism—the texts and traditions of classical Islam—the sooner a real prescription for
combating can be delineated and acted upon.

By Daniel Horowitz at Conservative Review

Plato stated: Those who are too smart to engage in politics are
punished by being governed by those who are even dumber!

by Raymond Ibrahim

Resting Place Revival Center
Pastor Patricia A. Redmond

The Resting Place Revival Center is dedicated to the teachings of Jesus Christ. We
are committed to teaching others how to find Rest & Revival in Jesus Christ in these troubling
times of distress & fear. We are a ministry God birthed out of a thirty (30) year membership
with Apostolic Church of God in Christ under the leadership and training of the late Bishop
Homer Napier and his wife, the late Eileen Honora Napier. Though it was in April of 2008
when God gave instructions to write the vision, preparation for this ministry began years ago,
when I accepted Jesus Christ as my Lord and Savior. Everything as God instructed was
written, compiled and set aside after its completion until the time appointed.
In September of 2013, God began bringing to remembrance promises He made and
visions He had shown which led to retrieving material written in 2008. The Resting Place
Revival Center was birthed and named by God in the month of November, 2013. Our first
Gathering was May 6, 2017. The word “center” in our name does not reference a building but
a positioning in God; being in the center of His Will.
Lord teach me to ROAR is our Battle Cry. Evil walks back and forth in the earth like a
roaring lion seeking whom it may devour (1 Peter 5:8); seeking to steal, kill and destroy (John
10:10). Various forms of news media provide vivid descriptions of evil occurrences in our own
communities and from around the world.
It is Time We ROAR for JESUS! My amazing walk with God has spanned thus far 39½
years. I was predestined for this journey (Romans 8:30). I was created for such a time as this
(Esther 4:14). So when God called I answered. Over the years God has poured out His
wisdom, knowledge, understanding and revelations. For the past 14 years God has entrusted
and placed before me the awesome responsibility of training, equipping and empowering
others through Seminars, Bible Studies, Biblical Counseling, and now through Resting Place
Revival Center.
Our commitment also involves imparting to women their true worth to God and Kingdom
work. Daily we stand in the gap on the behalf of others through Intercessory Prayer. I praise
God for my beloved husband, Jimmie Redmond Sr., who has been a pillar of great strength
and support. Our hearts are filled with gratitude and praise for all who faithfully support our
ministry. Our journey continues.
JOIN US AT OUR TEMPORARY LOCATION
South Haven United Church of Jesus Christ
415 Northfield Road – Bedford, Ohio 44146
Our Gathering Time: Every Saturday at 12 Noon
ALL ARE WELCOME!
I pray you continue to grow in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
To Him be glory both now and forever. Amen (2 Peter 3:18).
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set about “deconstructing” the child’s psychology, removing every facet of life that provides the
sense of security needed to create a mature, stable, responsible, independent, confident, and
productive adult who will contribute to a free society. And it is through today’s schools that the
deconstruction (breaking down) of our children is taking place in order to destroy the free
society.
• Education reformers are damaging the children’s psyche with gender redefinition,
creating dysfunctional adults with confused purpose.
• California lawmakers are proposing SB48; radicals, elitists and pseudo-experts are
selling corruption disguised as freedom, promoting homosexual lifestyles while reducing
morality and responsibility.
• Under Common Core, fine literature that hones our comprehension and creative skills,
teaching initiative and courage, are replaced with dystopian literature that adds to their
sadness, immorality, and overall impairment. Mis-education is becoming un-education.
• Cursive writing, known to enhance creativity, is removed from curricula, and restricts
the student’s ability to read our founding documents, understand their rights, and be
prone to subservience to a master regime.
• Common core began with higher standards, intentionally designed to frustrate and
make for unhappy students. Standards were then lowered across the board, to falsely lift
self-esteem, reduce achievement and raise grades, but not in keeping with maturity and
ability levels.
• Fatherless households lead to irresponsibility, rebellion, and crime; welfare policies
encourage unmarried motherhood and incomplete families.
• Schools discredit our Judeo-Christian roots and allegiance to our country, but dwell on
Islam and socialism.
• There is growing disrespect for police and government.
• Limiting free speech has prevented students from hearing opposing views, and the
schools from providing a genuine education. They are fed ideas of Socialism/Marxism,
globalism, and Islamism, and cannot reason, understand, or face ideas not within their
realm of indoctrination.
• Schools are creating young fascists who are taught to march, rage and destroy, yet
cannot articulate their purpose.
• The future workforce is reduced through dysfunctional children and entitlement
programs, and open to replacement by migrants who bring their tyrannical way of life with
them.
And now, another assault against the children has appeared in the offing, perhaps the
most egregious. A mandate that first became evident in some English schools several years
ago, now seen in some Canadian and American schools, is that children should be discouraged
from having “best friends.” England’s Thomas’s Battersea school has determined, with the
agreement of some (but by no means all) parents and psychologists, that group bonding would
encourage inclusion of all children and prevent rejection of the few.
The strength one gets from a best-friend relationship, if removed, may be sufficient to
create enough despair where the individual will seek comfort in an ever-expanding government
(the Marxist purpose). As with any detrimental Leftist concept, this technique is couched as an
appeal for sympathy and compassion for those who are slow to bond with a best friend, but its
stealth purpose is a means of assuring equalization by removing the securities of friendship.
Of course, not all children will immediately develop warm friendships, but should that be
the norm to impose on others? Our schools have already lowered standards to meet the levels
of lower achievers. Should we also remove music and the arts with deference to the less
gifted, or impose a veritable “eye for an eye” on behalf of those with poorer vision? Would not
our population be better served by a sensitive teacher to help all the children overcome their
timidity and fears, learn the art of conversation, and develop the social graces needed to
negotiate their future? For school personnel to reduce every student to his or her lowest
common denominator is a Marxist technique. Already implemented in grading, it guarantees
equality to the masses with obedience to the authorities, and where equality is imposed,
freedoms are sacrificed.
There are many quotes about the value of friends, four of which I thought prudent to
include here:
“When it hurts to look back, and you’re scared to look ahead, you can look beside you and
your best friend will be there” – Anonymous.
“My best friend is the one who brings out the best in me” – Henry Ford.
“Things are never quite as scary when you’ve got a best friend” – Bill Watterson.
“A blessed thing it is for any man or woman to have a friend, one human soul whom we
can trust utterly, who knows the best and worst of us, and who loves us in spite of all our
faults” – Charles Kingsley.
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The benefits of friendship are many and unique. We are social beings and friends fill a
psychological need for survival, to cope with life’s trials and to remain inspired. A friend is an
eager companion, one who provides praise and kindly given criticism, and a way for us to learn
trust and support. Friends are there for comfort and to teach us about respect, sharing,
thought, discussion and debate, analysis and problem-solving; simply put, they bring us
happiness. Vital for our emotional wellbeing, best friends provide what parents and teachers
cannot, particularly because the adults are less than perfect or may have, themselves, been
deprived of best friends.
The lack of close friends results in emotional distress – loneliness, sadness, emptiness,
withdrawal – which can also take its toll on physical health. It is known to be the leading reason
for delinquency, school dropouts, antisocial personality disorder and suicide. In adults,
loneliness precipitates depression and alcoholism, and stress with sleep disorders and multiple
medical problems. Psychologist John Cacioppo of the University of Chicago concluded that
social skills are crucial for mental and physical wellbeing.
In geographic situations that contribute to isolation, but where children may turn to books
of imagination, challenge and rewards, achievement and travel, one might anticipate emotional
success. But today’s educational system has removed such books and replaced them with
dystopian novels, where the characters are immersed in loneliness, sadness, defeat, and an
environment bereft of reason. The stories provide situations of crises from which the characters
may not always extricate themselves. Therefore, with no escape and nowhere to vent, the
child can lose his individuality, creativity and the chance to form valuable coping skills, and be
drawn to any available group mentality, as well as drug abuse and alcoholism.
Robbing the children of the necessary human encounter and intimacy conforms to Leftist
ideologies, which intend to destroy all social, economic, and political artifacts of classical
liberalism. We see disintegration of the old society and family in the history of the Soviet Union,
but, significantly, there are parallels in Islam’s jihadi warriors who emerge from emotional
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solitude and emptiness. The Arabic term, Asabiyah, defined in Kobrin’s The Jihadi Dictionary,
is comparable to group consciousness, group-think, and the loss of individuality. By destroying
intimacy, empathy and compassion, the group creates the shame-honor culture, using passiveaggressive behavior of intimidation and scapegoating. Happin is the meaning and purpose of
life, the aim and end of human existence.
The child who is friendless and isolated, bereft of independence and initiative, responds
with obedience, guilt, and lying to protect himself from being ostracized. He may then be
vulnerable to joining violent Leftist movements or submitting to Islamic radicalization.
A civilization becoming a shadow of its former greatness – this is the gift of the Left.

Making America Great Again con’t from page 1

their children will not grow up to be better off financially than they are.
That era of economic surrender is now over. The optimism has returned — the sun is
once again rising over America. But our economy cannot take off like it should unless we
transform our outdated, complex and burdensome tax code, and that is exactly what we are
proposing to do.
Revising our tax code is not just a policy discussion — it is a moral one, because we are
not talking about the government’s money – we are talking about your money, your hard work.
Our plan will transform the tax code so that it is once again simple, fair and easy to understand.
We want you to spend your valuable time pursuing your dreams, not trapped in a tax compliance
nightmare. We will cut taxes for hardworking, middle-class families. The tax cuts and reforms
of the 1980s show that when we empower the American people to pursue their dreams, they
will not only achieve greatness and create prosperity beyond imagination, they will build an
entirely new world.
It is time to ignite America’s middle class miracle once again.

How the US Gov’t Funds Terror
By Gregg Roman

With the entire nation seemingly engaged in a heated dialogue about neo-Nazis and white
supremacists, now seems like a good time to begin discussing how best to combat extremism.
I have previously written about the need to engage with minority communities, work with
moderates of all stripes and begin the process or marginalizing extremists. This work is critical
to building a constructive future for our nation. But what if I told you there was a charity that
receives federal funding and uses it to support extremist ideology and to indirectly bankroll
terrorism? Seems pretty far-fetched, right? Well, buckle up.
Established in England in 1984, an organization called Islamic Relief is the largest Islamic
charity in the Western world, comprising dozens of branches around the globe. Its officials have
dined at the White House, received awards from the British monarchy and enjoyed millions of
dollars of funding from Western governments, including from the United States. The organization
does a great deal of laudable work. They help provide access to clean water for people who need
it badly. They provide food to the hungry, respond to natural disasters and teach people to read.
They also happen to promote an ideology that encourages hatred and violence.
In 2015, the United Arab Emirates, a key ally of the United States, designated Islamic
Relief as a terrorist organization because of its links to the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas.
This ban followed similar accusations leveled against the charity in Israel and Egypt. In 2016,
it emerged that the international bank HSBC had closed down Islamic Relief’s accounts over
terror financing fears. Then, in January 2017, following a statement by a German minister in
the Berlin Senate that Islamic Relief was closely connected with the German branch of the
Muslim Brotherhood, Germany’s Federal Court of Auditors announced an investigation into
Islamic Relief for a “potential misuse of the aid money.” And in April, The Times reported that
Britain’s Charity Commission – the government’s regulator of non-profits – was investigating
the charity’s decision to organize a tour with Yasir Qadhi, an extremist American preacher
previously recorded telling his audience that killing homosexuals was part of his religion.
Through all this, the U.S. branch of Islamic Relief (IR-USA) remained relatively unscathed.
But recently uncovered evidence of extreme, violent anti-Semitism expressed by senior
officials of IR-USA threaten to make the growing scandal a pan-Atlantic affair. IR-USA’s current
chairman is Khaled Lamada, a prominent Egyptian-American and a public supporter of the
Muslim Brotherhood.
Lamada’s Facebook page includes a number of alarmingly anti-Jewish posts. He has republished text praising the “jihad” of the “Mujahidin of Egypt” for “causing the Jews many
defeats” and shared posts that praise Hamas for inflicting a “huge defeat” against the “Zionist
entity.” In addition, Lamada has circulated videos that claim the current leader of Egypt,
President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, is secretly Jewish and that he opposes the Muslim Brotherhood
on the orders of the Jews. Lamada simply comments “I hope that this is not true.”
In response to these revelations, IR-USA said it “strongly rejects these unfounded accusations.”
It added that “the personal attacks on Mr. Lamada result from inaccurate translations of Arabic,”
although Islamic Relief failed to provide its own translations, and Lamada has since deleted the
posts and restricted public access to his Facebook account. Lamada is far from IR-USA’s only
problem. In January, the Middle East Forum revealed that IR-USA is a key partner of a Hamaslinked charity in Gaza named the Unlimited Friends Association, which, using money raised in
America, gives money to the families of deceased Hamas terrorists. Then, in July, we found that
another senior official of IR-USA, Yousef Abdallah, had published a story praising “martyrs” who
provided guns to “kill more than 20 jews” and “fire rockets at Tel Aviv.” Elsewhere, Abdallah
published text that referred to Jews as “stinking.”
IR-USA is the largest Muslim charity in America. In 2015, it reported total revenue of over
$108 million. Between 2015 and 2016, IR-USA received $370,000 of taxpayers’ money, and it
has enjoyed hundreds of thousands of dollars from prominent corporate and community
foundations across the country. As the accusations about Islamic Relief’s links to Islamist
extremism and terror continue to mount around the world, Western governments, charitable
foundations and faith leaders are finding it increasingly hard to support the organization.
As we embark on a serious national conversation about how to push radicals, hatemongers
and extremists back into the shadows on the margins of our society, we must not just focus on
neo-Nazis and white supremacists. Hatred is hatred and terrorism is terrorism. While we need
to understand the motivation behind intolerance, protests and attacks, we must not let one
form of hatred blind us to the very real threats presented by other forms.
Islamism is not a religion. It’s a political belief that the entire world must be subjected
to a particular interpretation of a particular religion. That’s just as radical a departure from
the promise of America as the disgusting ideology espoused by Richard Spencer and Chris
Cantwell. And we’d do well to combat them both.
Gregg Roman is director of the Middle East Forum.
Mestnik’s rule #1 states: The good things you do are remembered for 35 seconds, the
bad things forever.
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2009 felonies because of the five-year statute of limitations on most federal crimes. Still, a lid
needed to be kept on the case. It would have made for an epic Obama administration scandal,
and a body blow to Hillary Clinton’s presidential hopes, if in the midst of Russia’s 2014
aggression, public attention had been drawn to the failure, four years earlier, to prosecute a
Feel that military team spirit again!
national-security case in order to protect Russia’s takeover of U.S. nuclear assets.
Membership has it privilages!
The Obama administration needed to make this case go away — without a public trial if at
all possible. Think about this: The investigation of Russian racketeering in the American energy
Call today
sector was the kind of spectacular success over which the FBI and Justice Department typically
Ask
for
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do a bells-n-whistles victory lap — the big self-congratulatory press conference followed by the
Join with your
media-intensive prosecutions . . . and, of course, more press conferences. Here . . . crickets.
fighting men
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As the Hill reports, the Justice Department and FBI had little to say when Mikerin and his
and women!
Leave a number! Auxillary Available too!
co-conspirators
were arrested. They quietly negotiated guilty pleas that were announced
Join
with
no
fanfare
just before Labor Day. It was arranged that Mikerin would be sentenced just
We need you!
our vets!
before Christmas. All under the radar. How desperate was the Obama Justice Department to
plead the case out? Here, Rosenstein and Holder will have some explaining to do. Mikerin
New! Canteen open to
was arrested on a complaint describing a racketeering scheme that stretched back to 2004
the Public for Lunch!
and included extortion, fraud, and money laundering. Yet he was permitted to plead guilty to a
single count of money-laundering conspiracy. Except it was not really money-laundering
conspiracy. Under federal law, that crime (at section 1956 of the penal code) carries a penalty
of up to 20 years’ imprisonment — not only for conspiracy but for each act of money laundering.
But Mikerin was not made to plead guilty to this charge. He was permitted to plead guilty
to an offense charged under the catch-all federal conspiracy provision (section 371) that
343 Northfield Road
440-232-9035 criminalizes agreements to commit any crime against the United States. Section 371 prescribes
(Corner of Forbes and Northfield Roads)
VFW 1082
a sentence of zero to five years’ imprisonment. The Justice Department instructs prosecutors
that when Congress has given a federal offense its own conspiracy provision with a heightened
punishment (as it has for money laundering, racketeering, narcotics trafficking, and other
serious crimes), they may not charge a section 371 conspiracy. Section 371 is for less serious
Wedding, Reunions, Meetings, etc!
conspiracy cases. Using it for money laundering — which caps the sentence way below
Congress’s intent for that behavior — subverts federal law and signals to the court that the
Rental of this facility helps local
prosecutor does not regard the offense as major. Yet, that is exactly what Rosenstein’s
veterans and their families!
office did, in a plea agreement his prosecutors co-signed with attorneys from the Justice
Department’s Fraud Section. (See in the Hill’s report, the third document embedded at the
Capacity: 175
bottom, titled “Mikerin Plea Deal.”) No RICO, no extortion, no fraud — and the plea agreement
Polished Maple
is careful not to mention any of the extortions in 2009 and 2010, before CFIUS approved
Dance Floor!
Rosatom’s acquisition of U.S. uranium stock. Mikerin just had to plead guilty to a nominal
343 Northfield Road • Bedford, Ohio 44146 “money laundering” conspiracy charge. This insulated him from a real money-laundering
Full Kitchen Facilities with refrigerators!
sentence. Thus, he got a term of just four years’ incarceration for a major national-security
Call for details: 440-232-9035
crime — which, of course, is why he took the plea deal and waived his right to appeal, sparing
the Obama administration a full public airing of the facts.
Interestingly, as the plea agreement shows, the Obama DOJ’s Fraud Section was then
run by Andrew Weissmann, who is now one of the top prosecutors in Robert Mueller’s
ongoing special-counsel investigation of suspected Trump collusion with Russia. There was
still one other problem to tamp down. That was the informant — the lobbyist who alerted the
Need donations for the following:
FBI to the Russian racketeering enterprise back in 2009. He wanted to talk. Specifically, as his
attorney, Ms. Toensing, explains, the informant wanted to tell Congress what he knows —
· Magazines
· Coffee and Cookies
about what the FBI and the Justice Department could already have proved in 2010 when
· Telephone cards
· Spa items & nail files
CFIUS signed off on Russia’s acquisition of American nuclear material, and about what he’d
· Sewing kits
· Denture items
learned of Russian efforts to curry favor with Bill and Hillary Clinton. But he was not allowed
· Radios
· DVDs & DVD players
to talk. It turns out, the lawyer explains, that the FBI had induced him to sign a non-disclosure
· Socks & non-skid slippers
agreement. The Justice Department warned him that it was enforceable — even against
disclosures to Congress. (Because, you know, the FBI is opposed to all leaks and disclosures
If you would like to make a cash donation and or purchase any of the above mention
of confidential investigative information . . . except those initiated by the FBI, of course.) In
items. Please contact Beth Allenick at BETHVFW1082@gmail.com
addition, when the informant was primed to file a federal civil lawsuit to recover his own losses
from the scheme, he claims that the Justice Department threatened him with prosecution,
warning that a lawsuit would violate the non-disclosure agreement. The Hill reports that it has
Veterans of Foreign Wars • French Bartlett Post 1082
obtained emails from a civil lawyer retained by the witness, which describe pressure exerted
343 Northfield Road • Bedford, Ohio 44146
by the Justice Department to silence the informant. What a coincidence: That was in 2016, the
stretch run of Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign. This stinks.
Read more at: http://www.nationalreview.com/article/452972/uranium-one-deal-obamaadministration-doj-hillary-clinton-racketeering
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BEDFORD HTS. 60+ CLUB

- General Meetings held on the 1st & 3rd Wednesday of each month at 11:30 A.M.

at the Bedford Heights Community Center. You MUST be a Bedford Heights resident.
- For more information call the Bedford Hts. Senior Office 440-786-3206.

Is your car ready for W
inter!
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Lou Morganti Family Owned & Operated E-mail: louie.morganti@gmail.com

Service Hours: Mon-Fri: 8 am- 5 pm / Sat: 8 am - 1 pm

Brakes • T
une-Ups • Air Conditioning
Tune-Ups
and More . . .
We Will Meet or Beat Any Price* or it’s Free!

*Must be written estimate from a
reputable auto repair merchant.

Current and Classic Car Service



Winter Check!

245 Northfield Rd.
Bedford, Ohio 44146

Check and top off all fluids,
inspect brakes, tires, wiper
blades and wheel wear.

10% Senior
Discount with
Coupon
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$
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Expires 11-30-06 Valid with coupon only

440-232-5252

Expires 11-30-06 Valid with coupon only



1 Free Gallon of
Washer Fluid
with all Invoices
$49 or more!
Expires 11-30-06 Valid with coupon only

For Sale: 2013 HYUNDAI Sonata SE, Immaculate, original 13,477 Miles,
stored every winter—Never in snow or salt. Almost new One-owner, metallic
gray, 31 MPG, Remaining Factory Warranty; serious buyers only. . .
First $13,900 440 232-2300, 440 476-1600
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“Happy Thanksgiving!

It’s Turkey Time!”

We purchases direct from Amish farms!
Fresh Turkeys You can taste the difference!
Guaranteed fresh!

Dennis Kolar

Order 216-662-2644 Also available:

• Farm raised Ducks • Roasting Chickens
• Tasty Fresh Pressure Fried Chicken
with Jo-Jo Fries by the Bucket!

Order today!
216-662-2644

• Try our own Flavorful Specials: Bohemian, Hungarian, Polish & Slovenian.
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage • Home Style Stuffing • Poultry Gravy • Sweet Potatoes

Fresh Baked Rye & Italian Bread Daily!

Fresh Pies: Pumpkin, Apple, Cherry, Peach, Egg Custard, Lemon
Crunch and many others!

Are you worried about a leaning or dead tree?
Let us cut it down safely before it falls . . .

EMPIRE TREE SERVICE

 • Deli Meat & Cheese Specials Daily

USDA Choice

Quality Service You Can Count On!

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9-6 • Sat 9-5 • Sun 9-2

“Where Service & Quality Meat since 1979
1979””
6172 Dunham Rd., Maple Heights • 216-662-2644

Over 35 years experience! (Walton Hills Resident)

• Tree & Stump Removal
• Trimming & Pruning • Firewood

Live Bands every Saturday Night!
Come join the fun!
Fabulous Food too!

$2,000,000 Liability Insurance

24 Hour Emergency Storm Service
Dave Hegedus
International Society of Arboriculture
Certified Arborist Cert. #OH-0549
Member in Good Standing I.S.A.
National Arborist Assoc.
& Ohio Chapter I.S.A.

(440) 232-2213

K & K Meats

Family Owned & Operated by Dennis J. Kolar of Walton Hills

23333 Aurora Road • Bedford Heights, OH
For information: 440.232.0029 11/16
Ask about Senior discounts!

Pet sitting, Dog walking and House Sitting

BARKS AND MEOWS
• Eliminate costly boarding fees
• Reduce pet trauma
• Reasonable rates • In house pet sitting



Call: Kathy Brokos 440-786-7081

Bonded
Insured

The best Chicken by the Bucket with Jo-Jo Fries!

You can taste the difference! Order now!

Bedford’s Los Gallos Restaurant

Come to Los Gallos Authentic Mexican Restaurant and Sports
Cantina for a wonderful authentic Mexican meal and a refreshing Los
Gallos Signature Margarita. Los Gallos is a full service restaurant
using only the freshest traditional ingredients for a delightful dine in or
quick service carryout experience.

Our very own delicious special recipe’ breading!

K & K Meat 216-662-2644
(Turney Dunham Plaza)

6172 Dunham Rd., Maple Heights 44137
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You won’t be disappointed!
(440) 232-1322

When is the best time to call your attorney?
That’s right! Before something happens!
• Wills
• Probate of Estates
• Guardianships
• Bankruptcy
• Powers of Attorney - Durable & Medical
• Trusts- Including Probate Avoidance,
Special Needs or other Situations
• Elder Law - Medicaid Planning,
Personal Services, Finances, Taxes,
Legal Issues, Home visits available
• Real Estate - Sale Contracts, Deeds
Probate Avoidance
James N. Harding
• Small Business
• Income Tax
In practice since 1974
• General Civil Practice

630 Broadway Ave., Bedford, OH 44146

www.losgallosmexican.com

Los Gallos is owned and Operated by the Zambrano Family

James N. Harding

5

$ 00

Attorney & Counselor -At-Law



440-232-2701

25101 Chagrin Blvd., Suite 200 • Beachwood, OH 44122
• jharding@bedfordlawyers.com
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Respiratory Care

Experienced Respiratory
therapist on site 24/7!
24579 Broadway Avenue
Oakwood Village, OH 44146

(440) 439-7976
Stop by to see our renovated campus and receive your FREE GIFT!
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